
Tour Programme
 
Silver Wind 2834 / 10 Days
 

November-15-2018 / November-25-2018
Fort Lauderdale, USA / Fort Lauderdale, USA

Date Arrive Depart

15 Fort Lauderdale, USA 6:00 PM

16 Day at sea

17 Cozumel, Mexico 8:00 AM 8:00 PM

18 Belize City, Belize 11:00 PM 7:00 PM

19 Santo Tomas, Guatemala 8:00 AM 7:00 PM

20 Trujillo, Honduras 9:00 AM 8:00 PM

21 Roatan Island, Honduras 7:00 AM 1:00 PM

22 George Town, Cayman
Islands

1:00 PM 6:00 PM

23 Day at sea

24 Key West, USA 8:00 AM 5:00 PM

25 Fort Lauderdale, USA 8:00 AM



General Information
 
ORGANISED SHORE EXCURSIONS
Booking Direct with Silversea gives you peace of mind. Our local tour operators are fully insured and have been comprehensively vetted. In
the unlikely event of issues with a Silversea tour, we assume responsibility and the ship will wait for our delayed shore excursion. These are
important factors when comparing value. Looking for a special program with your travelling companions? In a nod to our Italian heritage,
let us reserve for you our Silver Shore “Privato” service - a private vehicle with driver and/or guide. Create your own itinerary or leave it to
us. This service is available in most ports which you can reserve on MySilversea (my.silversea.com) or at the Shore Concierge desk onboard
for a truly tailor-made arrangement. Please bear in mind as we traverse many far reaching destinations, the local infrastructure varies and is
beyond our control. Road conditions and vehicles available locally may not be up to standards we are accustomed to. Guides and drivers
may speak with a heavy accent at times depending on the port of call. Be assured however that at Silversea, we contract only the best tours
and best operators available at each destination. Please Note: Silversea reserves the right to make any changes or modify a tour in case of
unforeseen circumstances and/or to ensure the safety and comfort of our guests.
 
BOOKING & CANCELLATION DEADLINES
Shore excursions must be purchased on or before the booking deadline for each port of call. Tours are available on a first-come, first-
served basis; some tours are very popular with guests often ending up being wait-listed: in order to avoid disappointment, it is therefore
suggested to book in advance via my.silversea.com from 120 - 7 days prior to sailing. Last-minute requests to participate on excursions are
subject to space availability, which in some cases may not be determined until departure time pier-side. Please note that certain shore
excursions may have different reservation deadlines and may incur cancellation fees if cancelled after the deadline. Unless otherwise
indicated in the tour description for a particular shore excursion a 100% cancellation fee will be charged for shore excursions cancelled
within 48 hours of the scheduled start time. If changes or cancellations are required once onboard, tickets must be returned to the Shore
Concierge desk within the cancellation deadline period.
 
ONLINE ADVANCE RESERVATION OF SHORE EXCURSIONS
For those of you that are not aware, at Silversea you can pre-reserve your excursions at leisure prior to your journey on the internet, log on
to MySilversea (my.silversea.com) up to 7 days prior to your sailing date. If you have pre-reserved your excursions on line, your tickets will
be delivered to your suite upon embarkation and all charges will be billed to your shipboard account.
 
ON BOARD RESERVATIONS
Once on board, you may also reserve and purchase your shore excursions. You will find a consolidated tour booking form in your suite and
at the Shore Concierge desk. Select the tours in which you wish to participate, then leave the completed and signed form at the Shore
Concierge desk prior to the booking deadline indicated. Tour tickets will be delivered to your suite and your selected excursions charged
to your shipboard account. Overland and exclusive excursions must be pre-paid by credit card through your reservation agents. If still
available they may also be purchased on board. Shore excursions require a minimum number of participants in order to operate as
described. If this minimum number is not met, Silversea reserves the right to offer the programme at a different rate or to cancel the
specific departure. 
 
SHORE EXCURSION PRICING
Prices are generally quoted per person, per tour, with the exception of Silver Shore Privato or group-designated excursions. Prices are
subject to change without notice. Please visit MySilversea (my.silversea.com) for the most up-to-date information. Discounts for children
under 12 years of age are available on some, but not all tours. Prices for children, if available, will be adjusted onboard. Please meet with
the Shore Concierge team prior to your excursion to discuss the availability of children’s pricing.
 
ON-TIME TOUR DEPARTURES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, tour departures generally will not be announced unless there is an unforeseen change. Departure times
from the ship are published in the ships daily newspaper, the Silversea Chronicle. Guests are kindly requested to proceed ashore at least
ten minutes prior to the tour departure time. The Shore Concierge team will be pier-side to direct you to the appropriate transportation.
When the ship is at anchor, guests must allow additional time to tender ashore.
Silversea Cruises reserves the right to adjust itineraries and tour departures as local conditions dictate. Please note that pier departure
times are also listed in MySilversea (my.silversea.com)
 
TOUR SUITABILITY
At Silversea we offer a broad range of activities for our guests of all physical capabilities. Some excursions are decidedly only for the
physically fit and active guest. Each excursion offered is clearly identified with an activity level to assist you. For your safety and enjoyment
and that of your fellow guests, please be certain you’re selecting excursions that meet your physical capability. We therefore encourage
guests to review the tour description carefully including the PLEASE NOTE section which includes useful information and attend the port
talks onboard. If you still have any questions or concerns regarding this, please contact Shore Concierge (shoreconcierge@silversea.com)
prior to your cruise or visit the Shore Concierge desk for more detailed information once onboard.
 
ON LAND SILVER SHORE CONCIERGE SERVICES
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Let Silversea Cruises customise a special event or excursion exclusively for you. Expert Shore Excursion professionals are available to assist
with knowledgeable suggestions, personalised planning and coordination of all private, independent touring including area highlights,
flightseeing, water sports and more. To take advantage of this service, requests should be submitted no later than 30 days prior to sailing
and guests must have a deposited or fully paid cruise booking. Strict cancellation policies apply to your confirmed, exclusive programme.
When calling or emailing, please have your booking number available. There is a service fee of $100 per port to secure your arrangements,
however this fee will be applied to your confirmed programme in that port. Call +1.800.968.9518 or e-mail: shoreconcierge@silversea.com
The Shore Concierge may be contacted by phone, to arrange tailor-made tours, Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (East
Coast time U.S.) You may leave a detailed message when calling outside of these hours. You may also e-mail your request for your
personalised programme.
 
ONBOARD SHORE CONCIERGE TEAM
Whether you wish to participate in an organised shore excursion or bespoke tailor-made tour, Silversea’s experienced Shore Concierge
team are happy to assist you in ensuring your shore- side experiences are nothing less than a memory that lasts forever.
The Shore Concierge team is available onboard on sea days from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Office opening
hours in port may vary whilst staff is shore-side assisting you on tour. Please refer to the Silversea Chronicle for daily office opening hours.
When contemplating a tailor-made program onboard, please contact the Shore Concierge team as early as possible at the beginning of
your cruise, as time may be a factor in reaching local contacts. Please be aware that once arrangements have been confirmed, 100%
cancellation fee will be applied. Unfortunately, we are unable to change or cancel airline tickets, car rental, hotel or any other reservations
you made previously with your travel agent or on your own. In many ports of call there may be a local hospitality representative on board to
provide additional information, for two hours after the ship’s arrival. In some ports, local information may be found in the tourist
information centre ashore.
 
PORT TALKS
Throughout your cruise we’ll be offering Port & Shore Excursion information given by our Shore Concierge Manager and Destination
Consultant prior to arrival in each port of call. Our aim is to give you a travel experience that goes beyond the ordinary and many of your
questions about our ports of call will be answered in these briefings, giving you more time to enjoy and immerse yourself in each port. The
information is presented in the theater or is pre-recorded and played on your in-suite entertainment system.
 
SILVERSEA SHUTTLE SERVICE
Complimentary transportation may be provided by Silversea when the local town is beyond a reasonable walking distance from the port.
This service may not be possible in ports where a strong taxi union exists, preventing Silversea from providing a complimentary shuttle. The
availability and schedule for this service will be announced onboard and listed in the Silversea Chronicle. We are not able to advise this in
advance. Operationally, intervals between shuttle bus departures could be affected by local traffic. Silversea is not liable for any unforeseen
delays. There will be a break in service for driver meal times. Shuttle service is offered during the day only. The shuttle service is designed
to augment local transportation; guests requiring more flexibility may prefer not to wait for a shuttle and secure a taxi at their own expense.
 
CHILDREN ON TOUR
To ensure the safety of our younger guests, participation by children in certain shore excursions may be restricted. To ensure the safety of
our younger guests, children up to the age of 8 years old are only permitted to participate in suitable Silver Shore Excursions and the
shuttle service, if the vehicles are equipped with the correct safety harness and seating equipment, to accommodate a child. Such
harnesses' and secure seating cannot be guaranteed. Alternately guests may use their own approved safety seat, booster seat or harness
as long as they are compatible with the local touring vehicle and can properly secure the young guest. Silversea reserves the right to refuse
children under the age of 8 years old on any tour on the basis of safety.
 
GRATUITIES
Gratuities for local guides and drivers are not included in the excursion price. It is customary to tip tour guides and drivers. Such gratuities if
extended, should be done so on a voluntary, individual basis.
 
MOBILE TELEPHONES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, kindly refrain from using mobile telephones while on tour so as not to interfere with the guide’s explanation.
Most tours make frequent stops, allowing time for guests to use their mobile telephones. We appreciate your understanding in this matter.
 
SMOKING
For reasons of safety and comfort, smoking is not permitted on any tour vehicles used by Silversea. Your understanding in this matter is
appreciated.
 
VIDEO/PHOTOGRAPHY CHARGES
At some museums, sites and monuments, photography and/or the use of video cameras may not be allowed or may incur a charge. These
charges are not included in the tour price and are at guests’ own expense.
 
SHOPPING STOPS
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While our organised excursions are not generally geared to the serious shopper, some tours allow for short shopping stops as indicated in
the tour description. In the interest of all tour participants, guests should adhere to the allotted time and return to the tour vehicle
promptly as advised by the tour guide or ship’s escort. Please Note: The selection of shops is generally left to the discretion of the tour
operator. Silversea does require that establishments be reputable, of general interest to our guests and offer quality goods. However, all
purchases are the responsibility of the individual.
 
ADDITIONAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
Silversea Cruises Ltd. and its associated or affiliated companies act solely as agents for airlines, motorcoach companies, railroads and other
service providers. The provisions in the cruise ticket contract govern Silversea Cruises Ltd.’s responsibility to guests and Silversea Cruises
Ltd. shall not be liable in any manner, for any reason, with respect to other services provided. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot be held
responsible for conditions prevalent ashore at ports of call. Some of these conditions might preclude individuals with disabilities from safe
or practical participation in organised shore excursions. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot accept responsibility for losses or additional expenses
due to delay in rail, plane, vessel or other services, sickness, weather, strikes, war, quarantine or other causes. These tour descriptions are a
general overview of the programme and are subject to change. Our local operator reserves the right to substitute other sites if local
situations, including holidays, closures, weather, delays, congestion, etc. require. Silversea Cruises Ltd. reserves the right to adjust shore
excursion pricing.
 
INSURANCE
The extent of insurance coverage in foreign countries varies widely and depends on their laws and customs. It is suggested that guests
consider short-term health and accident policies from their own insurance company prior to leaving home. Silversea Cruises, Ltd. cannot
assume liability for baggage or other personal effects lost or damaged while those items are in the custody of an airline, hotel or other
service provider. Baggage is always ‘at owner’s expense’ at all times.

Activity Level and Icon Definition
Minimal Activity
Excursions are easily paced without the need for
excessive walking or physical activities. Being able to
board motor coaches and negotiate steps can be
encountered. 
 
Moderate Activity
Full participation may include a limited number of
steps, uneven surfaces and/or periods of standing.
 
Extensive Activity
Full participation requires being in good physical
condition and may involve inclines, steps, uneven
surfaces and/or extended periods of standing.
 
Adventure Tour – Physically fit
Active excursions are recommended only for those
guests in good physical health, with considerable
amounts of physical activity.

 
Wheelchair and disabled-friendly tours
Guests in a standard wheelchair must be accompanied
by their own helper and be able to board a motor
coach, van or boat. Once on tour you will be
unattended. We kindly ask you to inform the Shore
Concierge staff promptly at embarkation when using a
wheelchair. For guests with serious mobility issues
please contact the Shore Concierge staff promptly so
they can help make arrangements. In certain ports
wheelchair accessible vehicles are available at an extra
charge and advanced reservation. 
 

Evening Excursion 
The excursion is taking place in the evening.

Meal Included
A meal is included in the excursion.

New Excursion
This shore excursion is brand new to Silversea.

 

Privato
Silversea Privato excursions include private use of a
local driver and car. Please see the Shore Concierge
for more information and reservation. 

 
Limited Space Available
Please be aware that there is only limited space
available on this tour. Places are delivered on a first
come first served basis. 

 
Promo
The shore excursion is offered on a complimentary
basis as part of a free shore excursion promotion
(the “Promotion”).  Please check your booking terms
and condition or up to 7 days MySilversea to
determine whether your booking qualifies for the
Promotion. If your booking does not qualify for the
Promotion there will be a cost associated with this
shore excursion.
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November 17 2018, Saturday

Cozumel - Mexico
 

CZM-B / THE BEST OF COZUMEL DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$79; Duration:5.00 hrs
 Indulge your senses with a taste of Mayan culture, traditions and natural beauty during this picturesque, half-day excursion to beautiful Cozumel.

San Gervasio Mayan Ruins
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to the site of the San Gervasio Mayan Ruins, the sanctuary of Ixchel, Goddess of
Fertility and Good Health. Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour through the ruins, and learn about the Mayan culture and its fascinating
history.
 
Hacienda Tequilera
Your next stop is the Hacienda Tequilera where you'll learn about the process of making tequila and savor a sample of this traditional drink in
Mexico.
 
El Mirador
Next, re-board your coach and continue your scenic ride around the island. Marvel at the pristine island and amazing turquoise waters of the
Caribbean Sea and stop for a photo at El Mirador, a rocky formation carved out by the ocean.
 
Mayan Cacao Company
Your final stop is at the unique Mayan Cacao Company. During your guided tour, learn about the history of chocolate, observe the
manufacturing process and sample their delicious products. Afterward, some free time for shopping is made available before re-barding your
coach and commencing the approximately 25 minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.56 miles (about 0.9 kilometres), at times over uneven
surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility and guests
who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun
protection and insect repellent from the ship. A small fee may be charged for videotaping at the archaeological ruins.

 
CZM-C / TWO REEF BOAT SNORKEL DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:2.25 hrs

 Experience the beauty of Cozumel that lies just beneath the surface of the azure blue sea during this exciting snorkelling excursion.
Cozumel's fabulous reef system has been a draw for scuba divers and snorkellers since the 50's when Jacque Cousteau brought international
attention to this lush underwater world through a series of documentaries.
 
Board your tour boat for the short ride out to the first site. En route, your certified PADI divemaster will provide snorkelling equipment, including
a mask, snorkel, fins and a snorkelling vest. A safety briefing will be given and instruction for the beginners. Upon arrival at the first site, your
divemaster will guide you through this underwater playground pointing out the unique ocean life.
 
As a snorkeller, you may see a variety of coral and plant species and an amazing variety of fish life. Schools of yellow and black striped sergeant
majors flit through coral. Angel fish, groupers and rainbow-coloured parrot fish glide lazily among the sea fans and whips.
 
Re-board your boat for the short ride to the second snorkelling site, an off-shore reef that has drawn to it a myriad of tropical marine life. All too
soon, it is time to re-board your boat for the return ride to the pier and your awaiting ship.
Please note: This tour involves moderate to extensive activity depending upon local currents. Guests must be able to swim and in good
physical condition to participate in this tour. Guests must be physically capable of pulling themselves out of the water by way of a boarding
ladder. Participants are required to sign a waiver. Water and soft drinks are included, alcoholic beverages are available for sell after the
snorkeling activities have ended and guests must be 21 years of age to be served alcohol. We recommend guests wear a swimsuit under a
cover-up, sun protection and bring a towel from the ship.

 
CZM-D / CLEAR KAYAK AND BEACH SNORKEL ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:3.50 hrs

 Treat yourself to an amazing half-day adventure that is three activities rolled into one; clear kayaking, snorkeling and relaxing on the beach.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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See the Caribbean from a totally unique point of view as you glide over the coral reef in your clear 2-person kayak. Your tour begins with a short
transfer by local taxi to Uvas Beach. Upon arrival, you are greeted by the friendly English-speaking staff and shown the facilities at your disposal
during your stay.
 
After receiving your safety briefing and equipment, join your guide for a tour over the reef using your clear kayak. You may be amazed at how
wonderful the view is through the bottom of your kayak. After about 30 minutes of kayaking, put on a mask and fins and head down under for a
closer look at Cozumel's marine life in an inspiring snorkel excursion providing a great opportunity to take underwater photos.
Following the kayaking and snorkelling portions of the tour, return to the beach club facilities to soak up the sun, swim in the pool or relax in the
shade of an umbrella. Take advantage of 2 complimentary drinks included with your tour or if you've worked up a bigger appetite, purchase food
from the restaurant.
 
When your tour time has expired, the option to either return to your ship or stay at Playa Uvas and extend your day in this tropical paradise is
your choice to make. (Taxi coupons will be provided to return to the ship on your own).
 
Please note: This tour requires moderate to extensive activity levels. Guests must be able to swim and in good physical condition to enter the
water. Guests must sign a waiver to participate in this tour. We recommend wearing a swimsuit under a cover-up, water shoes, sun
protection and bring a towel from the ship. Guests must be 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages. The order of activities may
vary.

 
CZM-E / CHICHEN ITZá DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$189; Duration:10.50 hrs

 Explore the spectacular beauty and Mayan history of the Yucatan Peninsula during this memorable, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Ferry to Playa del Carmen
Depart the pier for the short ferry-ride to the mainland in Playa del Carmen. Upon arrival, board a coach for the scenic, two-hour drive to Chichen
Itza, one of the 'Seven Wonders of the World' and an UNESCO World Heritage Site. A massive step-pyramid known as El Castillo dominates this
2.5-square-mile (6.5-square-kilometre) ancient city, which thrived from around 600 A.D. to the 1200s. Graphic stone carvings can be found at the
ball court, Temple of the Warriors and Wall of the Skulls.
 
Chichen Itza Walking Tour and `Virtual Chichen Itza` Experience
During your guided walking tour of these Mayan ruins, explore this expansive archaeological treasure. Highlights to be seen include magnificent
buildings such as the Pyramid of Kulkulcan, great Mayan Ball Court, Cenote, Temple of the Warriors and other well-preserved, smaller structures.
In order to enhance your experience, you´ll be provided with a virtual tablet that brings to life everything you see with audio-visual technology.
This device will allow you to see what the historic complex looked like centuries ago, as you look at the ancient structures that remain today, by
just moving the tablet around you will be able to see the colors, the vividness and get the interior and exterior views of the most important
buildings.
 
Some free time will be made available to take pictures and purchase a souvenir if you wish.
 
Following your visit, proceed for lunch to a local restaurant. After that, re-board the coach and commence the approximately two-hour drive to
Playa del Carmen, then embark the ferry for the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately one mile (about 1.6 kilometres), at times over uneven and
cobblestone surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and at the entrance to the archaeological ruins. This tour is not
suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing
with flat, closed-toe walking shoes. Guests must be at least three years old to participate on this tour. A fee of US$4-5 will be assessed for
any form of video or photography taken at Chichen Itza.

 
CZM-F / CHICHEN ITZA BY AIR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$599; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Explore the spectacular archaeological treasure trove of Chichén Itzá during an unforgettable, half-day excursion to this UNESCO World
Heritage Site via airplane.
Cozumel, Flight to Chichén Itzá, Caribbean Sea, Mayan Riviera, Semi-Tropical Jungle
Depart the pier for the short transfer to Cozumel International Airport. Upon arrival, a comfort stop is made before meeting your pilot, receiving
your safety instructions and boarding your airplane for the scenic, approximately 45-minute flight to Chichén Itzá. Your route flies over parts of
the beautiful Caribbean Sea, and Mayan Riviera's semi-dry tropical jungle.
 
Chichén Itzá Walking Tour, Castle of Kukulkan
An UNESCO World Heritage Site, the amazing archaeological treasure trove of Chichén Itzá is the best and most popular cultural tourist
attraction in Mexico. The main pyramid of this ancient Mayan city, the Castle of Kukulkan, was declared one of the New Seven Wonders of the

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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World. Your early-morning visit enables you to avoid the heat of the afternoon sun, and masses of tourists arriving on day trips by bus. Upon
arrival at Chichén Itzá Airport and after a short drive to the site, you are greeted by your private guide and escorted on a picturesque,
approximately 1.5-hour walking tour through this must-see ancient Mayan city.
 
Return Flight to Cozumel, Shopping
At the conclusion of your visit, transfer back to the airport, re-board your airplane and commence the approximately 45-minute return flight to
Cozumel International Airport. Upon arrival, board a coach for the short drive back to the pier, where some free time is made available to browse
for souvenirs at your leisure before embarking the ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking and standing for approximately 1.1 miles (about 1.8 kilometres), at times over
uneven and natural surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and board/de-board the airplane, and 15 steps to access
the venue; a ramp is available. This tour is not suitable for guests with a fear of heights, guests prone to airsickness, guests suffering from
claustrophobia, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable
clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection, bottled water, and local currency and US Dollars for purchases from
the ship. Guests must be at least two years old to participate on this tour. Each airplane seats a maximum of 13 guests. Guests weighing
more than 250 pounds (about 113 kilograms) cannot participate on this tour. Due to weight and balance limitations, as well as individual
safety and comfort, seating is assigned at the pilot's discretion. A window seat cannot be guaranteed. The total flight time is approximately
1.5 hours; flight times can vary based on flight conditions. A small fee is required to take photographs/videos at Chichén Itzá. The tour
sequence may vary. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions, and may
be cancelled on short notice. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CZM-G / TULUM MAYAN RUINS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$149; Duration:8.50 hrs

 Experience the splendid ruins of magnificent Tulum, the only walled Mayan city, during this panoramic, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Cozumel, Ferry-Ride and Playa del Carmen
Depart the pier for the short drive to the pier in downtown Cozumel, and a ferry for the short ride along the federal route to mainland Playa del
Carmen. Upon arrival, board a coach for the scenic drive to Tulum, the only walled Mayan city, which is perched on approximately 39-foot-high
(about 12-metre-high) cliffs facing the blue Caribbean Sea.
 
Tulum Mayan Ruins, Temple Visits, El Castillo and Caribbean Sea
Upon arrival in Tulum, begin your guided talking tour of the Tulum Mayan Ruins. As you stroll through this sacred site, see amazing restored
temples and some of the mysterious hieroglyphic writings that are still visible today. In addition, visit the Temple of the Frescoes, famous for its
detailed statues, carvings and colourful frescoes depicting Mayan motifs, along with the Temple of the Initial Series, Temple of the God of the
Wind, and Temple of the Descending God. A stop is also made at Tulum's most prominent building, the approximately 25-foot-tall (about 7.5-
metre-tall) El Castillo, for breath-taking panoramic views overlooking Caribbean Sea.
 
Buffet Lunch, Playa del Carmen, Ferry-Ride and Playa del Carmen
Following your guided tour of the Tulum Mayan Ruins, proceed for a buffet lunch at a local restaurant on Tulum's beach. There you will also have
an opportunity to enjoy the beach and go for a swim in the sea if you wish. After lunch, re-board your coach and head back to Playa del Carmen,
then embark a ferry for the short ride to Cozumel. Upon arrival, disembark the boat, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to
the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.7 miles (about 1.1 kilometres), at times over uneven
surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and embark/disembark the boat, and at the entrance to the archaeological
ruins. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat,
closed-toe walking shoes, sun protection, bathing suit and a towel from the ship for the guests willing to swim, are recommended. Guests
must be at least three years old to participate on this tour. A fee is assessed for any form of video or photography taken at Tulum. Space on
this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CZM-M / DEEP SEA FISHING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$149; Duration:4.00 hrs

 The catch-of-the-day may be yours during this scenic and relaxing, half-day fishing excursion in the Gulf of Mexico.
Island Hopper Boat-Ride, Gulf of Mexico, Cozumel Coast
Depart the pier aboard the 31-foot (about 9.4-metre) Island Hopper boat, and head out from Cozumel into the blue waters of the Gulf of Mexico.
Your destination is the area, or areas, reporting the most fishing activity on that day. En route, take in spectacular panoramic views of the
beautiful Cozumel coast and Gulf of Mexico.
 
Fishing for Marlin, Tuna, Sierra, Dorado, Wahoo, and Barracuda

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Upon arrival at the fishing spot, receive your fishing instructions and begin fishing for blue, black or white marlin, tuna, sierra, dorado, wahoo,
and barracuda. For your convenience, all equipment, bait, tackle and ice are included, and beverages and snacks are served on board the boat.
At the conclusion of your deep-sea fishing tour, commence the short ride back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, with four steps to negotiate to embark/disembark the boat. This tour is
recommended for guests who are in good physical condition. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back
problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a
wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with a long-sleeved shirt and flat, closed-toe boat shoes, and bring sun
protection and a towel from the ship. Guests must be at least eight years old to participate on this tour; guests under the age of 18 must be
accompanied by an adult. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Safety and fishing equipment, bait, tackle,
ice, water, soda, and beer are included. Fishing is catch-and-release only. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, seeing
and/or catching fish is not guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather
conditions. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CZM-N / MONSTER JEEP DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Explore a side of Cozumel Island that few visitors have ever experienced during this panoramic, half-day Monster Jeep excursion and beach
stop.
Cozumel, Monster Jeep Tour, Ancient Mayan Path, Beautiful, Rugged Terrain
Depart the pier aboard a Monster Jeep for the scenic, approximately one-hour, off-road driving portion of this tour. Traverse the beautiful, yet
rugged terrain of Cozumel to a remote side of the island few visitors have ever experienced; an ancient, bumpy path to the north, once travelled
by the Mayans and now accessible only by 4WD vehicle.
 
Ancient Maya Ruin, Lunch, Beach Break, Gulf of Mexico, Swimming, Mexican Handicrafts
The off-road portion of the tour ends at an ancient Maya ruin in front of the ocean, a site seen by few due to its relative inaccessibility. A stop is
made here for a Mexican buffet lunch with water, soda or beer. After lunch, some free time is made available to relax on the pristine, white-sand
beach, swim in the inviting waters of the Gulf of Mexico and/or browse the Mexican handicrafts available for purchase. Following your visit and a
comfort stop, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of off-road driving and a moderate amount of walking, at times over bumpy, uneven,
natural, and sandy surfaces and hills, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the Monster Jeep. Walking at the beach is at the discretion
of each guest. The ride may be rough at times, and guests will experience bumpy, jerking motions. This tour is not suitable for pregnant
guests, guests with back and/or neck problems, guests with heart or respiratory problems, guests prone to motion sickness, guests with
limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, closed-toe walking
shoes or sneakers, and bring sun protection, a towel, raingear and insect repellent from the ship. Guests must be at least eight years old to
participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. A signed waiver is required to participate on
this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
CZM-O / TRIATHLON OF FUN: BIKE, SNORKEL & KAYAK DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:3.50 hrs

 Experience the exquisite coastal and undersea beauty of Cozumel in an athletic new way during this exhilarating, half-day bicycle, snorkelling
and beach excursion.
Cozumel, Uvas Beach Club, Reef Kayaking, Coral Beds, Tropical Fish, Marine Life
After receiving your safety and biking instructions, don your safety helmet, hop aboard your bike and depart the pier for the scenic,
approximately 30-minute guided ride to Playa Uvas. Upon arrival at the Uvas Beach Club, receive your safety and kayaking equipment and
instructions, then embark your clear, two-seat kayak and begin your guided, approximately 30-minute kayaking adventure. Glide over Cozumel's
beautiful reef systems, and look for coral beds, tropical fish and marine life en route.
 
Snorkelling Session, Underwater National Park, Coral, Tropical Fish, Marine Life
Next, head to shore and prepare for the snorkelling portion of the tour. Receive your mask, snorkel and fins, then begin your guided, fun-filled
and active snorkelling session at one of Cozumel's famous reefs, which is located inside the Underwater National Park. Along the way, look for
tropical fish and marine life swimming amidst the coral.
 
Uvas Beach Club, Free Time, Sunbathing, Swimming
Following the snorkelling portion of the tour, embark your boat for the ride back to the beautiful beach facilities at the Uvas Beach Club. Upon
arrival, some free time is made available to soak up the sun, take a refreshing dip in the pool or relax in the shade of an umbrella at your leisure.
Enjoy two complimentary drinks and a fresh fruit plate, or, if you've worked up a bigger appetite, you can order food and beverages from the
restaurant at your own expense. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity, including bicycling, kayaking and snorkelling, and a moderate amount of
walking for approximately 0.7 miles (about 1.1 kilometres), at times over uneven, slippery and natural surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate
to get on/off the coach and bike, and embark/disembark the kayak. This tour recommended for guests who are in good physical condition,
can swim in water too deep to stand, and ride a bicycle at a rapid pace. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guests with neck/back
problems, guests with heart/respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, guests who utilise a wheelchair,
guests with epilepsy, and guests using medication such as anti-depressants, lithium, beta blockers, and base-vein constrictors. Guests are
advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, closed-toe tennis shoes they won't mind getting wet, and bring sun protection, insect
repellent and a towel from the ship. Guests must be at least eight years old to participate on this tour. All safety, bicycling, snorkelling and
kayaking equipment is provided; guests must wear their safety helmet at all times whilst bicycling, and their safety vest at all times whilst
kayaking. Guests who have previously consumed alcohol are not permitted to bicycle, snorkel or kayak. Although frequently encountered on
this type of tour, fish and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour
is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
CZM-P / ACCESSIBLE MAYAN EXPERIENCE & SCENIC DRIVE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$139; Duration:4.50 hrs

 This Cozumel shore excursion is a perfect blend of authentic Mayan culture, life and foods, and a break at an accessible beach.
Start your tour by meeting your tour guide and accessible van at the Cozumel cruise dock. From here, you will head out to the first stop of your
day, the fascinating Mayan Experience Center. While here, you will get a true taste of ancient Mayan life, culture and foods. Your tour guide will
escort you around the many different exhibitions to watch traditional Mayan dancing and participate in Mayan ceremonies. You'll also get to
taste different traditional Mayan products including tortillas and chocolate.
 
Next, tour continues to the historic village and Mayan ruin site, El Cedral. Spend some time admiring the remaining Mayan ruin and learn about
the history of the site. There will also be time to do a local tequila tasting and some souvenir shopping.
 
The last stop of the day will be at an accessible beach. Enjoy some free time to relax and and soak in the sun before being transferred back to
the ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.6 miles (900 meters). This tour is designed to be accessible
for all guests. It is suitable for guests on a wheelchair who can transfer to a seat. Full time wheelchair users, are kindly requested to contact
shoreconcierge@silversea.com in order to provide further details and determine if the tour is suitable for them. The tour route avoids steps
and stairs. Accessible bathrooms with wide doors for wheelchairs are present along the tour route. An accessible vehicle with a wheelchair lift
or ramp will be used for transportation. Guides are not allowed to push wheelchairs. The number of accessible vehicles is extremely limited
and guests are encouraged to make their accessible shore excursion reservations in advance. A minimum participation of 7 guests is required
to operate the excursion at the advertised rate.

November 18 2018, Sunday

Belize City - Belize
 

BEZ-A / LAMANAI TEMPLES & RIVER EXPEDITION DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$129; Duration:7.00 hrs

 Explore ancient ruins and natural wonders during this full-day tour.
After tendering to shore, board your comfortable air-conditioned coach for the approximately 75-minute ride up the Northern Highway
accompanied by your guide who will share with you, Belize's rich cultural and ecological heritage. Upon arrival at the river outpost, a quick
comfort stop will be made before embarking onto your boat.
 
River Cruise
Anticipation builds as your skilled captain pulls away from the dock to begin the roughly 80-minute (42 km / 26 miles) trip up the meandering
New River towards your Maya Ruin destination. Keep your eyes open and your cameras ready as crocodiles and iguanas, a variety of bird species
and even a troop of howler monkeys are just some of the wild life that might make an appearance for you.
 
Lamanai Mayan Ruins
On approaching the entrance of the New River Lagoon the ruins of the high temple rises into view welcoming you to the ancient Mayan city
challenging you to climb its' peak. But first you enjoy a delicious buffet style Belizean lunch, fueling you for your roughly 1hr 30min ruin
expedition. Your guide will give insight into this hidden world still surrounded by pristine jungle, and where elite rulers are buried in magnificent
temples and sacred deities are immortalized in stone images.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Following your guided tour of the ruins site, time will be available to shop at the gift shop on site before boarding your boat for the exhilarating
nonstop ride back to the outpost and your waiting bus which will take you back to the cruise ship pier.
 
Please note: This tour programme involves an extensive amount of walking in the heat with a variety of uneven surfaces and steps to manage.
A signed waiver is required to participate. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. The
optional climb to the top of the ruins involves 96 steep steps and is at your own risk. Climbing on the ruins is forbidden during or after
periods of rain due to the increased possibility of slipping. Taking video footage is not permitted inside the ruins site. We recommend
wearing lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, walking shoes and plenty of sun protection. The application of insect repellent is also
suggested.

 
BEZ-B / BLUEHOLE FLYOVER DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$499; Duration:3.00 hrs

 
 

BEZ-C / AIRBOAT ADVENTURE & BELIZE CITY SIGHTS DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$79; Duration:2.50 hrs
 Enjoy an overview of the city and a look at Almond Hill Lagoon during this half-day tour by coach and airboat.

Meet your tour representative on the tender pier and board an air-conditioned bus for a guided tour of historical Belize. Your tour guide will
acquaint you with the rich history of the city from its establishment by shipwrecked British sailors in 1683 to modern day while you pass Saint
John's Cathedral (the oldest in Central America).
 
Following your 40-minute city tour, arrive at the Airboat Outpost situated on a waterway leading to the Almond Hill Lagoon, just past mile post 9
on the George Price Highway.
 
Upon arrival at our Airboat Outpost guests will received a short orientation and safety briefing before boarding your open 450 horse power
airboat for the ride of a lifetime.
 
This tour takes you via a waterway onto the beautiful Almond Hill Lagoon. As your Captain opens the throttle, feel the breeze tugging at your
skin while your boat rips across the lagoon at speeds over 40 miles an hour towards the manatee feeding grounds. Upon reaching your
destination, quietly drift keeping a lookout for the docile manatees that frequent this area. With a loud call of "clear" from your captain, you are
once again speeding across the lagoon to Indian Creek.
 
As your captain eases off the throttle you seem to disappear into Indian Creek, straight ahead of you lies your quest; an eye-opening ride on the
pristine marsh, an entirely different world of unspoiled beauty protected by the lack of access. Zip along in water only inches deep where only
Airboats dare and enjoy the incredible sites. See beautiful water lilies, many colors and varieties of wading birds, turtles and maybe even a wily
old crocodile trying to catch dinner as you glide over hundreds of acres of open marshland lined on all sides by mangroves, a natural playground
for Mother Nature's wildlife.
 
All too soon you are speeding back across the Almond Hill Lagoon heading for the Airboat Outpost, where a cool complimentary drink awaits
you.
 
Please note: A signed waiver is required to participate. This tour involves minimal walking and is suitable for guests with limited mobility, but
is not wheelchair accessible. The sighting of manatees and other wildlife, although frequent is not guaranteed. The airboat is not covered and
it is recommended that guests wear lightweight comfortable clothing, flat shoes and plenty of sun protection.

 
BEZ-D / BELIZE CAVE TUBING ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:5.75 hrs

 Your adventure begins the moment you board your air-conditioned coach for the approximately 1hour 20minute ride through quaint Belize City
and 37 miles (59.5 kilometres) up the Western Highway accompanied by your entertaining, informative guide.
Marvel at the diversity and expanse of this country as you traverse through mangroves, savannah and small villages then finally divert onto a
remote country road that leads you closer to your adventure. At last you arrive at your jungle playground 'Jaguar Jungle Camp' where you are
met by your river guide who outfits you with your gear, gives you a safety briefing and leads you on your jungle trek to the clear waters of the
Caves Branch River.
 
Jump into your tube, and float gently into mysterious limestone archways beckoning you into the mouth of centuries old caves, holding untold
stories of Mayan rituals. Explore the many awesome formations that decorate these amazing caves and learn about the trees and jungle that
surround them. Feel the rush of cool water as you meander into small rapids, letting the currents guide you where they will.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Just relax and lay back on your tube, listen to the sound of falling water as your guide leads you through the currents that continue to carve and
shape these natural wonders.
 
At the end of your adventure, make your way out the river and up to the Bush-camp Café where a local lunch awaits you before heading back to
the pier.
 
Please note: A signed waiver is required to participate. This tour is not for guests with disabilities, heart conditions, back or leg problems. All
participants must be in good physical condition and able to walk on a jungle trail for approximately 35 minutes. Pregnant women are not
allowed to participate. Duration of tour will vary according to the height and speed of the river. Above stated duration is an average. Guest
will be linked together when the river has a higher volume of water. Helmets, lights and life jackets are provided and are mandatory. Guests
are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up, sun protection, insect repellent and bring a towel from the ship. Guests should wear water-
shoes or they may be rented at the camp for a nominal fee. A change of clothing is optional.

 
BEZ-E / BARRIER REEF SNORKEL ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Enjoy some truly fantastic snorkeling around what is considered one of the best examples of a healthy reef system, home to marine life, virtually,
of every hue on the color spectrum.
One of the most diverse ecosystems in the world, the Belize Barrier Reef is comprised of 70 hard coral species and 36 soft coral species and is
home to 500 species of fish, with many more still to be discovered. Charles Darwin described it as "the most remarkable barrier reef in the West
Indies" in 1842. A large portion of the reef is protected by the Belize Barrier Reef Reserve System and offers incredible diving and snorkeling
opportunities. It was designated as a World Heritage Site in 1996 due to its spectacular beauty, fantastic array of sea life and ecological and
biological significance.
 
Your excursion begins when you board your tour boat for the 30-minute scenic ride to your snorkel at the Barrier Reef. Your snorkel guides will
assist your with gearing up as you are outfitted with the best snorkeling equipment.
After your snorkel adventure you'll return as you came on a speedy transfer while enjoying a delicious Tropical Rum Punch back to your awaiting
ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires guests to be in good physical condition and able to swim in water too deep to stand. Guests will snorkel off
the tour boat therefore must be able to get on and off tour boat without assistance. Guests who are pregnant, those with back/neck injuries,
heart/respiratory conditions as well as those with hip or knee injuries may not participate. All safety and snorkel equipment is provided.
Guests should wear their swimsuit under a cover-up, water or beach shoes, and bring a towel, sun block and mosquito repellant. Minimum
age to participate in this tour is 8 years old accompanied by a parent or guardian.

 
BEZ-F / BELIZE WILDLIFE RIVER TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Discover the coastal splendour and wildlife along the Belize River during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion via riverboat.
Belize City and Belize River Cruise
Depart the pier for the short transfer to the dive centre. Upon arrival, receive your safety and tour instructions, then embark your semi-covered
riverboat and begin your scenic, approximately 100-minute journey along the Belize River.
 
Mangroves, Manatees, and Exotic Birds, Monkeys and Wildlife
Relax, take photos and soak up the scenery whilst gliding along the Belize River, and a series of small rapids and peaceful waters. Explore Belize
City's coastal treasures en route to manatee feeding grounds and mangroves, and look for exotic birds and other wildlife along the way. See
gentle, docile manatees, iguanas, spider monkeys, tapirs, crocodiles, and other denizens of the historic Belize River. A refreshing rum punch is
served during the short, relaxing ride back to the dive centre. Upon arrival, disembark your boat and re-board your coach for the short drive back
to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 219 yards (about 200 metres), with a few steps to negotiate to
get on/off the coach and embark/disembark the boat. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to motion sickness, guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes
and bring sun protection and bottled water from the ship. The weight of each guest must not exceed 290 pounds (about 131.5 kilograms) to
participate on this tour. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, wildlife,
bird and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions, and may be cancelled on short
notice. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in
advance to avoid disappointment.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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BEZ-G / BELIZE CITY HIGHLIGHTS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Explore the many highlights of Belize City during this scenic and leisurely sightseeing excursion via coach.
Belize City Tour, Baron Bliss Lighthouse, Museum of Belize
Depart the pier for a scenic and leisurely, approximately two-hour sightseeing drive through Belize City. Along the way, learn about and explore
Belize's vibrant culture and history from the comfort of your air-conditioned coach. Your guide points out various landmarks and points-of-
interest, such as the Baron Bliss Lighthouse, resting-place of one of Belize's benefactors, and the Museum of Belize, a former Colonial prison
built by slaves.
 
HM Court, St. John's Cathedral, Coastal Views, Belize Sign Monuments
Additional highlights to be seen include HM Court, the Supreme Court building. Built in 1926, it still functions as the highest court of Belize.
From here, pass by St. John's Cathedral, the oldest Anglican cathedral in Central America, and take in splendid coastal views en route to a photo
stop at the Belize Sign Monuments. Here, you can capture your memories and experiences on this tour. At the conclusion of your sightseeing
tour, commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, with a few steps to get on/off the coach. This tour is suitable for guests with
limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection
are recommended. Guests must be at least five years old to participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served
alcoholic beverages. The tour sequence may vary.

 
BEZ-H / CAYE CAULKER ISLAND GETAWAY - SHARKS & RAYS ENCOUNTER DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Experience the spectacular undersea world of Belize from up-close during this panoramic, half-day beach break and snorkelling excursion.
Belize City, Boat-Ride, Barrier Islands, Shark & Ray Alley Marine Reserve, Sharks, Rays, Marine Life
Depart the pier for a scenic, approximately one-hour boat ride along Belize's barrier islands en-route to the amazing Shark & Ray Alley Marine
Reserve. Upon arrival, receive your safety and snorkelling instructions, then swim with these gentle marine animals accompanied by your guide.
Along the way, get up-close and personal with nurse sharks and southern stingrays at one of the most popular snorkelling destinations in the
country. In addition to sharks and rays, see a variety of coral formations, tropical fish and marine life species such as horse-eyed jacks, Bermuda
chubs, small barracudas and others moving above the seagrass.
 
Caye Caulker, Free Time, Caribbean Sea, Sunbathing, Swimming, Beachcombing, Shopping
Following your snorkelling session, embark the boat and head to the Caribbean island paradise of Caye Caulker. Upon arrival at this quaint
fishing village, embody its 'go slow' theme during a relaxing beach and island break. Some free time is made available for you to sunbathe on
the white-sand beach, swim in the inviting, crystal-clear waters of the Caribbean Sea, explore the island, browse the shops for souvenirs, and/or
enjoy food and beverages at your own expense. At the conclusion of your visit, embark your boat and commence the approximately one-hour
drive back to the pier, with refreshments and a light snack served en route.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, at times over sandy surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to embark/disembark
the boat and manoeuvre in/out of the boat. This tour is recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and know how to swim.
Walking at Caye Caulker is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back
problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to motion sickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel and bottled
water from the ship. Guests must be at least ten years old to participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served
alcoholic beverages. Guests weighing more than 290 pounds (about 131 kilograms) cannot participate on this tour. All snorkelling equipment,
including masks, snorkels, fins, and flotation vests, is provided.Waterproof cameras are highly recommended; GoPro cameras are available
for rental. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, fish and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Guests may not snorkel if
they have consumed alcohol. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions.

 
BEZ-I / MANGROVE MINI POWER BOAT SELF-DRIVE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$179; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Discover the pristine natural beauty of the mangrove channels of Belize in a fun-filled new way during this scenic and exhilarating, mini-
speedboat excursion.
Belize City, Mini-Speedboat-Ride, Mangrove Channels, Black Creek, Almond Hill Lagoon
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 40-minute drive to the outpost. Upon arrival and following a comfort stop, receive your safety and
tour instructions. Afterward, don your safety vest and get ready to be the captain of your own private, mini-speedboat during a guided journey
through the mangrove channels of Black Creek and the Almond Hill Lagoon. Easy-to-use and stable, the mini-powerboats are fitted with
environmentally-friendly engines.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Diverse Wildlife, Reptile and Bird Species, Pristine Ecosystems, Shopping Stop, Belize City Tour
This fun-filled, exhilarating excursion is suitable for beginners and experienced boaters, and provides the excitement and thrills of navigating an
approximately 13-foot (about four-metre) mini-speedboat in comfort and style. Along the way, follow your lead captain through the historic and
pristine mangrove areas of Belize. Marvel at the beautiful, pristine ecosystems that surrounds you, and look out for the diverse wildlife, reptile
and bird species that inhabit this area, including possible crocodile sightings. This fun-filled family tour enables you to cruise as slow as you
would like, or as fast as a jet-ski. At the conclusion of your tour, return to the outpost. Following a brief comfort and shopping stop, re-board your
coach and commence the approximately 40-minute drive back to the pier, with a brief tour of Belize City en route.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, at times over sandy surfaces, with four steps to negotiate at the floating dock
and a few steps to embark/disembark the mini-powerboat. This tour is recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and
know how to swim. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory
conditions, guests prone to motion sickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. This tour is sold per boat and
can accommodate up to two guests per boat. Please request only one ticket for the boat, and not the number of guests that will be on your
boat. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel and bottled water from
the ship. Guests must be at least eight years old to participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 17 years old and carry a valid driver's
license to drive the mini-powerboat. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Guests weighing more than 250
pounds (about 113.4 kilograms) cannot participate on this tour. Safety vests are provided, and must be worn at all times whilst riding the
mini-powerboats. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, wildlife sightings are not guaranteed. Guests may not ride the mini-
powerboats if they have consumed alcohol. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to
weather conditions.Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
BEZ-J / HOWLER MONKEY SANCTUARY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Your excursion begins at the pier where you'll board your air-conditioned transportation for a driving tour of Belize City. Belize City, the capital, is
the country's only genuine urban area. It is also the commercial and cultural center of the country. Accompanied by your knowledgeable guide,
learn about the business, historic and cultural aspects of Belizean life. View the significant landmarks and beautiful colonial buildings as your
guide calls out the various points of interest around town. The city contains both the main seaport and a colorful mix of about a third of the
country's population.
Continue on into the country for a visit to the Community Baboon Sanctuary, a pioneering project in voluntary grassroots conservation by the
local villagers. See the Black Howler Monkey (known as the baboon in the local Creole dialect) in their natural setting of the rainforest where they
can be protected in a sustainable environment.
 
An American primatologist Dr. Robert Horwich, along with a local landowner named Fallet Young, founded the sanctuary. Started in 1985 with
the initial participation of 12 landowners, it has grown and now helps to ensure the protection of not just Black Howler Monkeys, but many
species of flora and fauna in the area. Today, the population of the Black Howler Monkey in the sanctuary is thriving with more than 2,000
monkeys in residence.
 
After your sanctuary tour, transfer to a local favorite called Olde River Tavern for a delicious sit-down meal. Be sure to stop at the gift shop for a
memento of your visit, and then board your transportation for the ride back to the ship terminal. Your excursion culminates at the Fort Street
Tourism Village where you can shop for souvenirs, apparel, jewelry and more. Or grab a snack at one of the many eateries before returning to
your ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of activity. Guests may encounter some unpaved and uneven ground. Guests must be
able to walk for extended periods of time without a break. This tour is not suitable for those with limited mobility or who utilise a wheelchair.
Space is very limited; reserve your tour in advance to ensure your participation.

November 19 2018, Monday

Santo Tomas - Guatemala
 

SNT-A / TIKAL NATIONAL PARK BY AIR DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$599; Duration:8.75 hrs

 Explore the history of the ancient Mayan civilization during this scenic and informative journey to Northern Guatemala's renowned Mayan ruins of
Tikal. Marvel at the exquisite architecture, temples, Great Plaza, North and Central Acropolis and the Mahler Palace. Enjoy a lunch at the Maya
International Hotel before returning to Santo Tomas.
Journey to Tikal

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Depart the pier for the brief transfer to the airport and a chartered 1-hour flight to the vast northern region of El Peten. Upon arrival, board a
coach for the scenic 1-hour drive along rainforest-lined roadways. Along the way, your guide informs you about the region in preparation for your
visit to Tikal, the greatest Mayan city known and studied to date, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
 
Tikal National Park
Upon reaching the entrance of the 231-square-mile (598-square-kilometre) Tikal National Park, leave your coach and begin your guided hike
along dirt roads and pathways. As you enter the forest surrounding the ruins, your guide will explain the cosmic vision of life at the apex of
Mayan rule.
 
After walking approximately 1 mile (1.6 kilometres), discover and climb to the top of Temple IV; the tallest of all pre-Columbian structures in the
Western Hemisphere where expansive views of the park will come into view. Continue past Temple V before reaching the Great Plaza, which is
comprised of Temples I and II, the North Acropolis, Central Acropolis and the Maya royal residential complex, known as the Mahler Palace. Their
magnificent architecture is still intact after hundreds of years. Some free time will be made available for you to explore the ruins independently.
 
Lunch at Casona de la Isla
After the tour, you will be transferred to Casona de la isla, located at the Island of Flores for lunch.
 
After lunch, join your transfer to the Mundo Maya airport for your return flight.
 
Please note: This tour requires pre-booking seven days prior to sailing through Silversea.com. Requests received after this deadline may be
accommodated on a space available basis. Cancellations received after the booking deadline will result in a penalty of 100% which will be
charge to your shipboard account. This tour requires extensive walking and is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those
who utilise a wheelchair. Climbing on Temple IV is not recommended for guests who may suffer vertigo or a fear of heights and is at your
own risk. After periods of rain, climbing on the Temple is discouraged as the steps can become very slippery. The tour will spend
approximately 3 hours at Tikal National Park and cover approximately 2.5 miles (4 kilometres) on foot. It is recommended to wear long pants,
a long-sleeved shirt, comfortable walking shoes, sun protection and insect repellent. Rain jackets, ponchos and umbrellas are also advised to
provide coverage during cloudbursts. A minimum of 11 guests is required to operate this program. The order of sites visited may vary based
on the number of visitors at the ruins.

 
SNT-B / AMATIQUE BAY RESORT DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Relax, unwind and take in the spectacular beauty of one of Central America's finest eco-resorts during this memorable visit to Guatemala's
Amatique Bay Resort. The natural contrasts between the Caribbean coast and the highlands of Guatemala are enchanting. The Resort has its
own marina, botanical garden and ecological site on the premises.
Amatique Bay Resort
Depart the pier via an open-air panga boat to the Amatique Bay Eco- resort. The Amatique Bay Resort features exotic landscaping, and a wide
array of lush flora and fauna.
 
Upon arrival, you may use your time at the resort to relax and unwind at your leisure. You can sunbathe or swim at the pool with wet bar and
water slides, explore the private beach.
 
After a barbecue buffet lunch will be served during your visit, you will return to the pier via panga boat at your leisure.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking. The open-air Panga boat transfer may also experience rough waters or a very
bumpy ride and thus is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those that utilise a wheelchair. Guests will need to sign a waiver before
boarding the boat. Guests must be able to embark and disembark the transfer boat. Wear a swimsuit under a cover-up, sun protection and
bring a towel from the ship. Drinks are not included, but may be purchased at the resort. Boats will leave the Resort back to Santo Tomas
port and will depart when the craft has been filled.

 
SNT-C / QUIRIGUA ARCHAEOLOGICAL NATIONAL PARK DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Explore the history of the Maya people during this scenic and informative, half-day excursion to Quiriguá National Park, an UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
Banana Plantation, Motagua River and Quiriguá National Park
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 75-minute drive to Quiriguá National Park located on the plains of the Motagua River. The longest
river in the country, the Motagua was used by the Maya as one of their most important waterways. Before arriving at the park, a brief photo stop
is made at a banana plantation to observe and learn about banana production in Guatemala.
 
Quiriguá National Park, and Archaeological Sites and Artefacts
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The magnificent Mayan city of Quiriguá, an UNESCO World Heritage Site, was founded in a very fertile valley at the edge of the Motagua River
between 250-550. Today, Quiriguá is an impressive archaeological site dating from the early-Classic period. Upon arrival at Quiriguá National
Park, take a guided walking tour. Learn about the history and evolution of Quiriguá, and view archaeological sites and artefacts, including the
tallest stela in the Maya world, found here during archaeological excavations. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and proceed
for a refreshment stop, then commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.5 miles (about 2.4 kilometres), at times over uneven and
cobblestone surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and at Quiriguá National Park. This tour is not suitable for
pregnant guests, guests with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests with limited mobility, and
guests who utilise a wheelchair. Expect high temperature/humidity levels at the park. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable,
long-sleeve shirts and pants with flat, non-slip, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection, bottled water and insect repellent from
the ship. The walk might be muddy in case of rain. The driving time between the pier andQuiriguá National Park is approximately 1.5 hours in
each direction.

 
SNT-D / AK'TENAMIT RIVER COMMUNITY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Discover the native cultures during this full-day exploration of isolated villages and their sustainable development. The wide Rio Dulce winds its
way to the Caribbean Sea, making its way through lush jungle and soaring canyons; past old Spanish forts and giant marinas, old stilt houses and
new extravagant mansions, Mayan locals fishing from their dugout canoes and international voyagers in their yachts.
Scenic River Cruise
Depart Santo Tomas de Castilla by small covered 'panga' type boats enjoying scenic cruise where visitors will go through the picturesque
waterways of the magnificent Rio Dulce, recognized as an area of prestigious natural beauty offering sights of river gorge rock covered with lush
vegetation that provides sanctuary for a variety of birds.
 
Ak'Tenamit
Your English-speaking guide will point out special places and describe the lifestyle of people living along the banks of this river. The trip
continues to Ak'Tenamit, a community development organization located on the Rio Dulce River, dedicated to empowering indigenous
communities through grass root programs in health, education and family income generation. At the project, find a comfortable and peaceful
place not only to be in touch with nature but also to admire how local handicrafts are made.
 
After the guided visit, enjoy a light lunch and at Amatique Bay Resort.
 
Afterwards, board your boat for the return journey to Santo Tomas de Castilla.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking over unpaved and uneven surfaces, including a steep, uphill walk to the
community in high humidity and temperatures. It is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair.
Guests must be able to embark and disembark the boats, which may require a high step depending on the level of the river. Additionally the
Panga boat ride may experience rough seas, resulting in a very bumpy ride for approximately 45 minutes each way. We suggest guests wear
lightweight comfortable clothing and walking shoes, sun protection and insect repellent.

 
SNT-E / LAS ESCOBAS SPRINGS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:3.25 hrs

 Explore the pristine natural beauty of the Cerro San Gil rainforest and the lifestyle of its local residents during this memorable half-day journey to
Las Escobas Springs. The Nature Conservancy and its partner, Fundación para el Desarrollo y la Conservación (FUNDAECO), are working to
conserve the Gulf of Honduras including the Cerro San Gil Protected Area, which is one of the last remaining tracts of very humid tropical forests
within the Central American isthmus. Cerro San Gil also includes important fresh water springs, bird sanctuaries and mangroves.
Las Escobas Springs Reserve
Depart the pier in an air-conditioned mini-bus for the brief drive to the Las Escobas Springs Reserve. Las Escobas is one of the two main rivers
flowing from the Cerro San Gil, a 117,000-acre (47,348-hectare) protected rainforest surrounded by mountains. The subject of intense study by
renowned biologists, scientists, naturalists and ecologists, this thriving ecosystem is home to more than 400 bird species, as well as an
abundance of reptiles, amphibious mammals and insects endemic to the region.
 
Nature Hike
Upon arrival at the Las Escobas Springs Reserve, receive a welcome by one of the reserve hostesses, and participate in a special educational
program funded by FUNDAECO, a nature-preservation NGO that teaches students basic English language skills and incoming tourism services.
During the program's 1.5-hour hike, several stops will be made for more detailed explanations and optional bathing in one of the puddles.
 
Las Escobas
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Following your hike, proceed to the community of Las Escobas, located just five minutes from the Las Escobas Springs Natural Reserve. Enjoy, an
opportunity to interact with the local people, experience their daily lives and participate in a tortilla-making demonstration.
 
Upon the conclusion of your village visit, re-join your coach for the return trip to Santo Tomas and your awaiting ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 1 mile (1.6 kilometres) over uneven ground, and is not
recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We suggest guess wear long pants, long-sleeved shirt,
comfortable walking shoes, sun protection and insect repellent. Guests wishing to swim should wear a swimsuit under a cover-up, and bring a
towel from the ship.

 
SNT-F / RIO DULCE AND COUNTRYSIDE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Explore Guatemala's scenic beauty and storied past during this half-day tour through the Motagua Valley, and the 17th-century Castle of San
Felipe. This valley is one of the driest areas of Central America and is surrounded by mountains that reach up to 3,000m (9,843 feet) on the north
side and 2,000m (6,562 feet) on the south. The valley receives less than 500mm (20 inches) of precipitation annually and is substantially different
from the neighboring regions.
Scenic Views
Depart the pier for the scenic 1.5-hour drive through the Motagua Valley. Along the way, see an abundance of lush tropical vegetation in the
countryside. Upon arrival at the bridge over the Rio Dulce, a stop will be made for spectacular views and photo opportunities of Lake Izabal and
Rio Dulce National Park (weather and time permitting), a protected area and one of the most important ecological reserves in the country. From
this vantage-point, you can see Guatemalan weekend homes, marinas and small hotels dotting both sides of the river and lake.
Castillo de San Felipe
Located on Lake Izabal is the Castillo de San Felipe, the Spanish fort built to protect the Rio Dulce from invading pirates. Take a brief boat ride
to the fort for an inside visit. Located just minutes from the bridge, the Castle of San Felipe was built during the 17th century in honor of the
Spanish King Felipe II. The fort, with its powerful battery of cannons strategically positioned at the entrance to Lake Izabal, offered protection to
Spanish ships crossing its waters, and transporting products and supplies to and from Spain and Havana. Its walls offered protection from pirates
that used to navigate the river and attack the boats they encountered along the way.
 
In 1686, a pirate assault burned most of the fort and the attacks continued until a series of treaties were signed between Spain and England. As a
result, the Castillo lost its importance as a defensive fort, and was converted into a prison. It was later abandoned, and fell into a state of
disrepair until its renovation by Architect Francisco Ferrus in 1955. Although rebuilt based upon its original plans, the Castle of San Felipe still
retains two cannons dating back to the 1790s, and a pair of 400-year-old towers.
 
Following your tour, proceed to the Catamaran Hotel for refreshments before returning to the ship, approximately 1-hour away.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking and is suitable for guests with limited mobility; however it is not suitable for
guests who utilise a wheelchair. We suggest guests wear long pants, a long-sleeved shirt, sun protection and insect repellent. Guests must be
agile enough to embark and disembark the boats with the guide's assistance. This may be more challenging during periods of low tide.

November 20 2018, Tuesday

Trujillo - Honduras
 

TJI-A / ATV JUNGLE ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$99; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Experience the thrill of adventure and the explore the jungles of Trujillo at the same time during this half-day, off-road adventure. Your tour
begins with a 30 minute transfer that will take you to Campo del Mar where you will begin this off-road adventure into a tropical jungle.
Drive you very own ATV 4-wheeler through the winding, narrow jungle paths of tropical vegetation as you experience different eco systems. Take
in the sights and sounds of the jungle as your guide takes you through rivers, swamplands, and thick jungle where little sunlight penetrates. On
the tour there will be stops along the way where you will learn about the history and folklore of Honduras and have photo opportunities.
 
This is the perfect tour for someone looking for an exciting, thrilling, and invigorating day.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of activity. It is not suitable for guests with back and/or neck problems, heart and/or
respiratory conditions, and pregnant women. It is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Participants
must be at least 16 years of age and weigh no more than 300 lbs (136 Kilogram; 21.4 Stone) and at least 4 feet (1.21 Metres) tall to drive the
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ATV. Previous experience driving an ATV and valid driver's license are required to participate on this tour. One person per ATV. A helmet
with eye protection will be provided and must be worn for your safety. Closed-toe shoes are required, wear long pants, and bring a towel
and sunscreen. Insect repellent is highly recommended. Trail may be muddy and you may get dirty. Guests will be required to sign a waiver
to participate. Valid driving licence must be presented to the the Tour Operator. The Tour Operator reserves the right to deny any tour
participant, prior to the tour departure, he/she deems not capable of driving ATV.

 
TJI-G / CAMPO DEL MAR NATURE PARK BEACH BREAK DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$89; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Enjoy a half-day at Campo del Mar's Nature Park & Beach.
Start with an approximate 30-minute ride down the rural roads of Honduras to Campo del Mar. In this secluded location you will get the full
Campo del Mar Nature Park experience, including access to a private beach, two pools, beach bar and restaurant with a delicious complimentary
buffet exclusive to Silversea Guests. Enjoy the 22 acres of the Nature Park where you will meet the resident wildlife. You can experience tropical
Honduran fruits, flora and fauna in the Botanical Gardens and Orchard. After your Nature Park visit, venture to the private beach for some fun
and relaxation.
 
Please note: This tour requires minimal activity and is suitable for guests with limited mobility. Guests will be required to walk 218 yards (0.2
Miles) over uneven ground from the parking lot to the beach facilities. Guests should wear swimsuit; bring a towel, sunglasses, hat, sunscreen
and insect repellent. Those under 18 years of age are prohibited from consuming alcohol. Beach chairs are available on a first come first serve
basis. Full bar available for purchase. The cashier accepts U.S. dollars and credit cards. Change will be provided in local currency. Restrooms,
changing facilities & lockers are available at the beach. Participants must weigh no more than 250 pounds (113 Kilograms; 17.8 Stone) and be
able to swim in order to to go on the water trampoline.

 
TJI-H / BEST OF TRUJILLO DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Experience the highlights of Trujillo and Campo del Mar's Nature Park during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Town Square and Historical Sections
Depart the pier for the short, narrated drive along the Beach Road and Jamaica Town to the city centre. Upon arrival, begin your guided walking
tour of the city and its historical sections, and learn about its friendly people, historic events and cultural heritage. After a photo stop at the Town
Square, see the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, pass by the Fortress of Santa Barbara, the former British, French and American Consulates,
Glynn Hotel, Old Cemetery, and town-centre shops with their original, Colonial-style store fronts.
 
Campo del Mar Nature Park
Next, re-board your coach and drive along rural roads en route to Campo del Mar, an expansive, approximately 22-acre (about 8.9-hectare)
Nature Park. Upon arrival, take an orientation trolley-ride around the Nature Park, view artisan displays, meet the resident wildlife in the Animal
Habitat, and experience tropical Honduran fruits, flora, and fauna in the Botanical Gardens and Orchard.
 
Private Beach
After your Nature Park visit, venture to the private beach, which features two pools. A beach bar is reserved exclusively for Silversea guests. After
a snack, some free time is made available to sunbathe, play some volleyball, ride the water trampoline, and swim in the pool or at the beach.
Guests willing to spend more time at Campo del Mar Nature Park can do so, as you will have a full-day access.
 
At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 765 yards (about 700 metres), at times over uneven, gravel
and cobblestone surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and tram. This tour is not suitable for guests
with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, closed-toe
walking shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel and insect repellent from the ship. Guests must weigh less than 250 pounds (about 113
kilograms) to participate on the water trampoline. Beach chairs are available on a first-come, first-serve basis. Full bar available for purchase.
The cashier accepts U.S. dollars and credit cards. Change is provided in local currency. Restrooms, changing facilities and lockers are available
at the beach. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions.
Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
TJI-I / HISTORICAL TRUJILLO CITY TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:1.25 hrs

 Discover Trujillo, its people and cultural heritage during a scenic, half-day excursion to this historic city.
Town Square, Cathedral of St. John the Baptist and Fortress of Santa Barbara
Depart the pier for the short, narrated drive along the Beach Road and Jamaica Town to the city centre. Upon arrival, begin your guided walking
tour of the city and its historical sections, and learn about its friendly people, historic events and cultural heritage. At the Town Square, see the
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Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, pass by the Fortress of Santa Barbara and other buildings of French and Spanish origin, including town-centre
shops with their original Colonial-style store fronts.
 
Former British, French and American Consulates, Glynn Hotel and Old Cemetery
Next, view the former British, French and American Consulates, as well as the Glynn Hotel, where the American novelist and short-story writer O.
Henry (William Sydney Porter) stayed. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier, with a
brief exterior stop at the Old Cemetery en route.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 547 yards (about 500 metres), at times over uneven and
cobblestone surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and
guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring
sun protection and insect repellent from the ship. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
TJI-L / CAMPAMENTO FARM-TO-TABLE EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Explore a working Honduran farm, popular local resort and small slice of paradise all-in-one during this interactive, half-day, farm-to-table
excursion to Campamento with lunch.
Trujillo, Campamento Farm and Resort, Guided Tour
Depart the pier for the short drive to Campamento, a working Honduran farm, popular local resort and small slice of paradise. Upon arrival, you
are greeted by the owner and escorted on a guided tour to learn what typical life is like on this farm and resort, and how Trujillo's farmers make
the most of this fertile land.
 
Farm Animals, Stables, Cow-Milking, Kitchen Visit, Tortilla-Making, Show Horses, Beach
Next, meet the owner's family and denizens of the farm, visit the stables and learn how to milk a cow. Afterward, head to the farm's traditional
Honduran kitchen with wood-burning stove, and learn how to make traditional tortillas. Whilst awaiting your meal, be entertained by show horses
or relax on the beach and take a refreshing swim.
 
Home-Style, Organic Lunch
Your experience continues with a home-style meal in this unforgettable setting, along with an opportunity to learn first-hand how Trujillo's
farmers make the most of this fertile land and bring the freshness of the fields directly to your plate. It's sustainable dining at its very best,
utilising ethically-produced organic produce and fresh ingredients from the farm. A full cash bar is also available for purchase. At the conclusion
of your farm-to-table experience, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 166 yards (about 152 metres), with a few steps to negotiate
to get on/off the coach and embark/disembark the kayak. This tour is recommended for guests in good physical condition, and can get in/out
of a kayak without assistance. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guests with back and/or neck problems, guests with heart and/or
respiratory problems, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to
wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and insect repellent from the ship. Guest
wishing to swim after the tour should wear a swimsuit under a cover-up, and bring a towel and change of clothing from the ship. Guests must
be at least four-five years old to participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Operation of
this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
TJI-M / GUIAMORETO LAGOON KAYAK DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Discover the many natural wonders of the Guaimoreto Lagoon Wildlife Preserve during this scenic, half-day kayaking excursion through the
mangroves.
Trujillo, Guaimoreto Lagoon Wildlife Preserve, Mangroves
Depart the port for the short drive to the kayak landing area at the Guaimoreto Lagoon Wildlife Preserve. The preserve features approximately
31 miles (about 50 kilometres) of calm water. The brackish lake is encircled by a mangrove forest-swamp intersected by canals. The mangroves
serve as a bio-diverse ecosystem and nursery for much of the marine life on the north coast of Honduras.
 
Mangrove Kayaking, Birdlife, Flora, Fauna, Wildlife, Banana Coast Kayak Champa
Upon arrival, receive your safety and kayaking instructions and equipment, then gear up and begin your guided, approximately 1.5-hour journey
aboard a two-seat kayak through the mangroves. The surrounding area is a vast ecosystem that supports a variety of birdlife, flora, fauna and
indigenous Central American animals, and offers spectacular views and photo opportunities along the way. At the conclusion of your journey,
return to the kayak landing area, disembark your kayak, and hand in your paddles and life vest. Afterward, proceed for a comfort stop and some
time to relax at the Banana Coast Kayak Champa. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the
pier.
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Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of easy paddling for approximately 1.5 hours and a moderate amount of walking for
approximately 200 yards (about 183 metres), at times over gravel and sandy surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach
and embark/disembark the kayak. This tour is recommended for guests in good physical condition, and can get in/out of a kayak without
assistance. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guests with back and/or neck problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory
problems, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear
lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, non-slip shoes orTeva®-type sandals, and bring sun protection, insect repellent and bottled water
from the ship. Guests must be at least nine years old to participate on this tour. This kayaking tour operates in two-seat kayaks. Guests
weighing more than 350 pounds (about 158.7 kilograms) cannot participate on this tour. Although frequently encountered on this type of
tour, wildlife and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Two-seat kayaks, paddles and life vests are provided. A signed waiver is required
to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you
book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
TJI-N / RAINFOREST CASCADES DISCOVERY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$89; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Trujillo, Tropical Rainforest Trek, Trees, Plants, Flowers, First Cascade
Depart the pier for the short drive to the cascades. Upon arrival, receive your safety and tour instructions, then set-off for on your guided nature
trek. Walk along a trail that gently winds through the tropical rainforest to the first of three cascades to be visited on this tour. The highlight of
your trek is discovering these cascades, which are all nestled in their lovely, tranquil settings. Marvel at their stunning natural splendour, along
with at the great stands of trees that tower above you, and are dotted by splashes of colour from indigenous plants and flowers.
 
Second and Third Cascades, Free Time, Optional Swimming, Garifuna Food Tasting
Following a stop at the first cascade, continue on-foot to the second and third cascade, the last and largest of the three cascades to be visited.
Upon arrival, some free time is made available for an optional dip in its shimmering pool, which is ideal for swimming, or to just simply relax on
the rocks, dip your toes in the water and take in the beauty of your surrounds. Afterward, proceed to an onsite venue for a tasting of traditional
Garifuna food accompanied by coconut water. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the
pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking, standing and activity for approximately 1.5 miles (about 2.4 kilometres), at
times over uneven, natural, muddy, and slippery surfaces and steep inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and on
parts of the trek. This tour is recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and know how to swim. This tour is not suitable
for pregnant guests, guests with back and/or neck problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory problems, guests with limited mobility, and
guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, sturdy, closed-toe and non-slip hiking
shoes, and bring sun protection, insect repellent and a towel from the ship. Guests must be at least eight years old to participate on this tour.
Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Space on this
tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

November 21 2018, Wednesday

Roatan Island - Honduras
 

ROA-A / PANORAMIC ROATáN AND WEST END DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$49; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Enjoy a panoramic overview of Roatan during this half-day accessible excursion.
Depart the pier in your mini coach or van for an interesting sightseeing tour that offers spectacular views of this lush island while your guide
provides insightful information regarding the islands history and culture.
 
Mayan-Eden Eco Park
Following an approximately 15 minute transfer, arrive at the Mayan-Eden Eco Park and visit its Butterfly Garden and rescued animals section,
where you might have a chance to take a picture holding a monkeys or a parrot.
 
Panoramic Photo Stop and Roatan Rum Company
Your next stop on the tour will be at a panoramic point to take some pictures of the far away multi-coloured ocean. Next, stop by The Roatan
Rum Company where you will taste their famous home-made rum cake and will have the possibility to purchase their flavored rums..
 
West End
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Continue your tour to West End, a thriving tourist hotspot with a charming selection of shops, restaurants and local bars to enjoy during 60
minutes of free time. Upon arrival, guests will enjoy a complimentary beverage at the meeting point before the independent exploration.
 
Following your approximate 60-minute West End break, re-join your transportation for the journey back to the ship's pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires minimal walking and is recommended for guests with limited mobility and those who utilise a wheelchair.
Snacks or beverages are available for sale at the beach outlets. For guests confined to a wheelchair, advanced notice must be given to
request transportation that is lift-equipped. We suggest guests planning to swim wear a swimsuit under a cover-up, sun protection and bring
a towel from the ship. The application of insect repellent is also suggested.

 
ROA-B / SHIPWRECK SNORKEL & BEACH STOP DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Experience an unforgettable combination of fun, relaxation and adventure during this half-day excursion.
Fantasy Island Beach
Depart the pier by local coach for the short transfer across a private bridge to reach Fantasy Island Beach, located in a remote private island that
offers a tropical, white, sandy beach surrounded by lush mangrove, palm and pine forests along with untouched coral reefs.
 
Upon arrival, enjoy a tropical welcome fruit punch, then simply relax in a complimentary beach chase with the blue Caribbean gently lapping in
the broad sand beach or have a swim in the clear waters.
 
Snorkelling Tour
Your guided snorkelling adventure will start from the snorkel gazebo or by boat from the diving centre. A mysterious shipwreck, a beautiful
shallow reef and a dramatic coral reef wall are just a giant stride away. Dependent upon current, sea and weather conditions; your guide will
decide if it's appropriate to snorkel out to the shipwreck site that involves a discrete amount of swimming or remain in the shallow reef closer in,
but nonetheless excellent for snorkelling.
 
Nature Hike
Following the snorkeling portion of your tour, you may wish to join your guide in an approximate 30-minute nature walk in search of native
monkeys and iguanas.
 
Please note: This tour involves moderate to extensive amounts of physical activity and is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those
who utilise a wheelchair. Guests entering the water must be in good physical condition and able to swim in waters too deep to stand. The
minimum age to participate is 8 years of age and those under 18 years of age must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Guests are
required to sign a waiver to participate in this tour. All snorkeling equipment is provided for your use. We suggest guests wear a swimsuit
under a cover-up, sun protection, insect repellent and bring a towel from the ship. The facilities at the beach are quite simple and might not
meet guests standards. Order of activities may vary.

 
ROA-C / DIVE WITH SHARKS! DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Experience what is sure to be any certified diver's 'Thrill of a Lifetime' during this unique up-close and personal shark dive.
Wildlife Diving
Depart the pier for the short transfer to Wildlife Diving, the only shark dive specialists on the island. Sergio or one of their veteran certified PADI
Divemasters will lead the dive. Upon arrival at the dive centre, briefings take place, preparing you for a safe, enjoyable experience. There is also
footage of previous dives being shown allowing you to further prepare yourself and add to the anticipation.
 
Cara a Cara (Face to Face)
The dive site is located on a unique part of the reef surrounding Roatan, an arm that juts perpendicularly from the southern shore surrounded by
walls that drop off to depths beyond the reach of divers. The dive site is named 'Cara a Cara' which in Spanish means 'face to face'. Cara a Cara
is also quite different from sites found on similar shark encounters around the Caribbean as the sharks have not been 'chummed' away from their
natural environment; ask any local fisherman on the island of Roatan where the sharks are and they can tell you…sharks have been stealing fish
from them here for years.
 
The sharks we dive with are all Caribbean reef sharks, all female, displaying a daytime schooling behavior known only to a few species of sharks.
Typically about 6 to 9 feet long and several hundred pounds each, these are handsome, powerful fish - healthy hunters of the reef in nature's
system of checks and balances.
 
The Dive Plan
The dive is held among a beautiful reef of hard and soft corals between 60 - 70 feet (18 - 21 metres). Visibility is usually more than 80 feet (24
metres) as the site is located a ten-minute boat ride from Roatan's shore and thus not diminished by rain or other factors.
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Divers descend along the mooring line (there is often current) to a small wall where divers arrange themselves kneeling or standing, back to the
wall and facing the Divemaster and anywhere from 10 -20 sharks. A small snack of fish is kept in a bucket to keep the sharks interested, while
divers watch the sharks circling the area.
 
After 15 or more minutes of watching the sharks, the bucket is presented to the sharks for a few moments of action as they jostle for position and
a snack. At no time are the sharks handled or fed individually. Although this species of shark is not known to pose a serious threat to divers we
like to keep a healthy respect and a reasonable distance from the bait.
 
Following this the sharks will usually swim off so there is an opportunity to move around the site and look for shark's teeth on the bottom, check
out our favorite green moray eel and simply enjoy the splendour of the many other fish. There are usually large groupers and snappers that have
all become quite tame, offering additional photo/video opportunities.
After approximately 25 - 30 minutes bottom time and the mandatory safety stop, head back to the dive centre to watch the footage from the
dive and sign log books. Of course the dive centre is able to offer a custom video of your experience, t-shirts and other memorabilia.
 
Please note: Guests must present a valid Certification card, proof of having dived recently, be in good physical condition and sign a waiver to
participate. Your dive includes, tank, weight and belt. Additional rental equipment is available directly from the dive centre and must be
requested along with sizes 48 hours prior to arrival. Please advise Shore Concierge Staff onboard of your needs. We suggest wearing a
swimsuit under a cover-up, sun protection and bring a towel and extra money for rentals and purchases from the ship. This tour is not
exclusive to Silversea guests.

 
ROA-D / KAYAK & SNORKEL ADVENTURE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Explore Roatan's beautiful protected marine park area during this half-day kayak and snorkel adventure.
Depart the pier for a short motorcoach transfer along the hillsides to the meeting point. Here, you will board a motorized barge for a 5 minutes
crossing to beautiful Big French Key where you will receive the equipment and store your personal belongings. After a safety briefing it is time to
start your memorable kayak and snorkeling excursion and get wet.
 
Your guide explains the area's ecosystem and if you are a novice, the staff will instruct you on kayak and snorkel techniques; giving you extra
attention and assisting you throughout the tour.
 
Kayaking
Paddle along the beautiful keys surrounded by a picturesque landscape, accompanied by our professional instructors. Keep a watchful eye as
you glide over the clear, smooth waters; looking down, you may not believe what can be seen. Perhaps a green moray eel or an endangered sea
turtle will come in to view and you kayak through the waters for approximately half an hour.
 
Snorkelling
Upon reaching the base, it is time get even closer to the abundant marine life with a one-hour snorkel stop. Your guides will provide you with a
briefing and instruction on the equipment and its use before they point out the marine-life as you snorkel over the second largest barrier reef on
the planet.
 
Following your adventure, time is allowed for you to relax on the beautiful beach, while enjoying some refreshments and light snacks. All too
soon, it is time to rejoin your transfer for the return drive to the pier and your awaiting ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate to extensive amount of physical activity and is recommended only to those who are in good
physical condition. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests must be able to swim in
water too deep to stand. All equipment will be provided for kayaking and snorkelling. Guests should wear a swimsuit under a cover-up. sun
protection, insect repellent and bring a towel from the ship.

 
ROA-E / SEMI-SUBMARINE ADVENTURE & WEST END SHOPPING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:3.50 hrs

 Explore the beauty of the sea and the hand-crafted beauty made of coral and seashells during this half-day excursion.
Semi-Submarine Adventure
Depart the pier for a 30-minute scenic drive by motor-coach to a beautiful bay to board a semi-submarine that does not submerge; instead,
descend a few steps into the underwater observatory section from where you may view the treasures of the deep. While you are seated in air-
conditioned comfort, a fish identification guide will explain the underwater environment, as you observe beautiful coral formations, living reef,
and colourful tropical fish. See the amazing coral reef up-close without getting wet.
 
West End
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Following this amazing experience, transfer to the center of the West End, a quaint seaside village via the scenic ocean road for a refreshment
served Eagle Ray, a meeting point built on stilts over the water. Time is available to shop at one of the several tiny shops along the beach or
simply relax.
 
Cameo Castle
Finally, visit the one and only cameo factory in the Americas, Cameo Castle. See the art of cameo-making as you observe the master craftsman
create both classic and modern cameo masterpieces made from corals and conch shells. It is here that you may find the perfect cameo piece that
will make this a memorable destination for years to come.
 
Please note: This tour involves minimal walking and is suitable for guests with limited mobility but is not suitable for guests who utilise a
wheelchair. Guests must be agile enough to negotiate the 8 steps to embark and disembark the semi-submarine and the 12 steps at Eagle
Ray. We suggest guests dress in lightweight comfortable clothing and wear sun protection and insect repellent.

 
ROA-F / DEEP SEA FISHING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$249; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Fish the deep blue waters surrounding Roatan during this half-day catch and release fishing excursion.
Roatan's rich waters yield a big catch off-shore for fishing enthusiasts. Join your captain and head out to target big marlin or tuna aboard your
fully equipped fishing vessel. All safety and fishing equipment, license, beverages and snacks are included in this 3-hour fishing outing.
 
Let your experienced captain take you over the most productive areas while trolling until your hear the words "Fish On". Grab your rod and start
reeling, keep that tip up and battle your catch to the end.
 
All fishing is done on a catch and release basis, so bring your camera for photos of the big one that you 'let' get away.
 
Please note: This tour requires minimal activity and is suitable for guests with limited mobility, but not accessible for those who utilise a
wheelchair. Guests must be able to embark and disembark the vessel. Although fishing in Roatan is very good, the catching of fish is never
guaranteed. We suggest wearing light-weight comfortable clothing, non-skid footwear, polarised sunglasses and plenty of sun protection.

 
ROA-H / ROATAN HIGHLIGHTS & PUNTA GORDA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Explore the secluded parts of Roatan and Garifuna town of Punta Gorda during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Roatan, Photo Stop, Hills, Coastal Views, Isery Pirate Boat Building
Depart the pier for a scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to a panoramic viewpoint overlooking the coast and multi-coloured ocean. After a
photo stop here, re-board your coach and continue up-and-down the hills whilst marvelling at the amazing coastal views. Following an exterior
photo stop outside the Isery Pirate Boat building, head to Punta Gorda.
 
Punta Gorda, Traditional Dance Performance, Yucca Bread Tasting
Nestled on the north-eastern coast of Roatan and renowned for its stunning views, marine recreational opportunities and fantastic Garifuna
cuisine, the seaside village of Punta Gorda is home to the majority of the Garifuna people, descendants of African slaves who settled here in
1797. Upon arrival, experience the panorama of the ocean, learn about the history of the Garifuna people and watch a Garifunas group perform a
traditional dance to the sounds of their drums. During this memorable performance, a typical, crispy yucca bread (kazabe) is served with a
refreshing beverages.
 
Marble Hill, Marble Hill Farms, Jam and Jelly Tastings, Garden, Oak Ridge Photo Stop
Next, re-board your coach and transfer to Marble Hill for a visit to the Marble Hill Farms, renowned for their homemade, home-grown, and all-
natural jams and jellies since the early-1990s. Upon arrival, proceed for a tasting of their top-selling Hibiscus Jelly or Mutton Pepper Jam whilst
admiring their beautiful garden. On the way back, enjoy a short stop at another panoramic point to see Oak Ridge, a faraway, picturesque stilt-
village. Once inhabited by pirates, Oak Ridge is today the actual home of family-owned fishing companies. After your photo stop, re-board your
coach and commence the approximately 45-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 55 yards (about 50 metres), at times over uneven and natural
surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. A 15-minute, approximately two-mile (about 3.2-kilometre) drive
over unpaved roads is required to reach Marble Hill. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility, but is not suitable for pregnant
guests, guests with neck and/or back problems and guests prone to motion sickness; guests who utilise a wheelchair must have a folding
wheelchair, and bring along a paying guest for assistance. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun
protection are recommended. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour; minors must be accompanied by a parent or
guardian over the age of 18. The tour sequence may vary.
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ROA-I / SEASTAR & SHIPWRECK SNORKELLING SAFARI DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Embrace the undersea and coastal beauty of Honduras during this scenic and fun-filled, half-day snorkelling excursion and resort visit.
Roatan, Snorkelling Boat-Ride, Pristine Bay, Seastar Snorkelling Site
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to Pristine Bay, and your awaiting snorkelling boat. After receiving your safety and
snorkelling instructions and equipment, embark a snorkelling boat for the panoramic ride to the Seastar snorkelling site, an amazing starfish
snorkelling sandbar area.
 
Sandbar, Snorkelling with Colourful Starfish, Shipwreck Snorkelling
Upon arrival, don your snorkelling gear, which features a regular snorkelling mask or new, easy-to-use full-face mask, and begin your
approximately 30-minute guided snorkelling session. Roatan is one of the top six snorkelling spots to see starfish, and its waters are a paradise
for a species of starfish known as the cushion sea star. This starfish comes in a variety of colours, including red, beige, yellow, orange, and green.
Although there are plenty of them on the seabed and they are perfectly harmless, please do not touch or handle them. Following your first
snorkelling session, embark the boat for the ride to a nearby shipwreck for a second, approximately 15-minute guided snorkelling session.
Guests who don't want to snorkel at either site can just swim and/or relax on board the snorkelling boat.
 
Pristine Bay Resort, Golf & Beach Club, Beautiful Beach, Infinity Swimming Pool, Panoramic Views
Next, embark the boat and ride to the elegant Golf & Beach Club at the Pristine Bay Resort. One of the best spots in Roatan, the Golf & Beach
Club is home to a beautiful beach with infinity swimming pool facing the turquoise sea. Upon arrival, approximately an hour of free time is made
available to relax and unwind at this luxury enclave, and browse the gift shop. At the conclusion of your visit, board a coach and head to a
panoramic viewpoint, which offers breath-taking, 360-degree views overlooking the golf course and island. After a photo stop here, re-board
your coach and commence the approximately 45-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 100 yards (about 100 metres), with a few steps to negotiate to
embark/disembark the dive boat, and two-three steps to manoeuvre in/out of the boat. This tour is recommended for guests who are in
good physical condition, and can swim in water too deep too stand. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or
back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach or water shoes, and bring sun protection and a towel
from the ship. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour. Snorkelling equipment is provided; regular masks are available
for those passengers who don't want to use the innovative full-face masks. Waterproof cameras are highly recommended. Guests who don't
want to snorkel can just swim and/or relax on board the snorkelling boat. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, fish and
marine life sightings are not guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. The tour sequence may vary. Operation of
this tour is subject to weather conditions.

 
ROA-L / ARBORETUM JUNGLE HIKE & SPLASH LAGOON DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Experience the scenic natural splendour of the Honduran jungle during this invigorating hiking excursion followed by relaxing time atThe
Buccaneer.
Arboretum Hike and Botanical Gardens
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to Blue Harbor Tropical Arboretum. Here begin your picturesque, approximately
1.24-mile (about two-kilometre) hike in the jungle trail. Along the way, enjoy the views of the tropical scenery, endemic trees, giant palms and
exotic flowers whilst looking for tropical birds. Finish your walk at Arboretum visiting the flowers pavillon and the hydroponic vegetable garden.
 
The Buccaneer
Continue for a stop at The Buccaneer, a relaxing and fun-filled waterfront complex. Upon arrival, approximately 1.5 hours of free time is made
available to enjoy The Buccaneer at your leisure. You can take a refreshing dip in the sea or exciting Splash Lagoon, rest on a sea-hammock, go
shopping, and/or simply relax on one of the beautiful decks. You can also visit the Centre of the Interpretative History of the Bay Islands, which
offers a unique insight into the interesting local history.
 
Wellness Buffet, Fresh Fruit, Natural Local Juices
Following your free time at The Buccaneer, proceed for a wellness buffet of biological fresh fruit and natural local juices. At the conclusion of
your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.3 miles (about 2.1 kilometres), at times over uneven and
natural surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach, and 30 steps at the venue. Walking at The Buccaneer is at
the discretion of each guest. This tour is recommended for active guests who are in good physical condition. This tour is not suitable for
pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests with limited mobility, and
guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun
protection, insect repellent, bottled water and a towel from the ship. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour; minors
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must be accompanied by a parent or guardian over the age of 18. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, wildlife sightings are
not guaranteed. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. The tour sequence may vary. Operation of this tour is subject to
weather conditions.

 
ROA-M / MONKEY SANCTUARY & IGUANA HIDEOUT FOR LIMITED MOBILITY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:4.00 hrs

 This Roatan shore excursion is a fun way to experience fascinating Roatan wildlife and nature firsthand. Interact with playful monkeys at a local
Monkey Sanctuary, explore the local flea market for shopping, pet friendly Iguanas at a wildlife Iguana Farm and enjoy a beautiful scenic island
drive.
Start your tour by meeting your tour guide and van at the cruise dock. From here, you will set out on a beautiful ride to the Monkey Sanctuary.
The curious and adventurous monkeys are eager to play and take pictures with you! The monkey viewing location has ramps that can be moved
around to accommodate wheelchair users. After your visit here, you will continue on a short scenic drive to the local flea market peppered with
vendors selling different local crafts, souvenirs etc.
 
Next, your tour continues to the popular Iguana and Marine Park. Here, you will have an opportunity to interact with the tame iguanas and visit
the natural salt water aquarium. This aquarium is home to lobsters, barracudas, tarpons, sea turtles and other sea life animals. The park is
wheelchair friendly and you will be able to use a ramp down to the iguana viewing area.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.6 miles (900 meters). This tour is suitable for guests on a
wheelchair who can transfer to a seat but not for full time wheelchair users. The tour route avoids steps and stairs. Accessible bathrooms with
wide doors for wheelchairs are present along the tour route. Wheelchairs can be folded and stored in the van. Guides are not allowed to
push wheelchairs. A minimum participation of 5 guests is required to operate the excursion at the advertised rate. Guests are encouraged to
make their accessible shore excursion reservations in advance.

November 22 2018, Thursday

George Town - Cayman Islands
 

GCM-A / REEF ‘N’ RAYS DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$49; Duration:3.00 hrs
 Discover some of the Caribbean's most beautiful coral reefs and the world-famous Stingray City during this memorable snorkelling excursion in

Grand Cayman.
North Sound Boat Ride
Depart the pier with your guide for the brief transfer to a private dock in Snug Harbour. Upon arrival, board a spacious boat for the scenic,
approximately 30-minute ride across the North Sound en route to your first snorkel stop at one of Grand Cayman's beautiful coral reefs.
 
Coral Reef Snorkelling
After receiving your safety instructions and snorkelling gear, begin your guided snorkelling session. Here, you can expect to see a wide array of
beautiful coral and tropical marine life, including angelfish, parrot fish, sergeant majors, eels, and an occasional turtle.
 
Stingray Sandbar
Next, proceed to your second stop, the world-famous Stingray Sandbar. During your visit, you can snorkel and interact with the graceful
Southern stingrays; while the crew feeds the rays, you can touch and interact with them in a fun and safe manner. At the conclusion of your
snorkelling adventure, commence the return ride to the private dock and re-board the bus for the approximately 15-minute transfer back to the
pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.25 miles (0.4 kilometres), with three steps to negotiate to
get on/off the bus, and five steps on the boat ladder to exit the water. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility, but is not
wheelchair-accessible. Some prior snorkelling experience is recommended. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up, and
bring sunscreen, a hat, sunglasses and a towel from the ship.

 
GCM-G / CATAMARAN SAIL TO STINGRAY CITY SANDBAR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Snorkel in the world famous waters of Grand Cayman's stingray sandbar. After a short transfer to the Cayman Island Yacht Club you will board
the spacious and comfortable Allura catamaran. Sailing the beautiful waters of the North Sound you will finally reach the stingray sandbar.
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Here you will interact with the Southern Stingrays and may be have the possibility of having them eating out of your hand! You will be provided
with a mask and a snorkel so that you will be able to swim and see the stingrays. This is a unique experience you will have the opportunity to
enjoy only here in Caymans.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of activity. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utislise a
wheelchair. Guests must be able to climb in and out of a boat with deep steps up and down. Wear a bathing suit under a cover-up and
suitable water shoes and bring sun protection and a towel from the ship. Please be aware that guests will have to go barefoot in the water
and no footwear will be allowed.

 
GCM-H / SEGWAY & SEVEN MILE BEACH DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Embrace the scenic tropical splendour of Grand Cayman in a fun-filled new way during this half-day Segway and Seven-Mile Beach excursion.
Grand Cayman, Segway Tour, Camana Bay, Observation Tower, Island Views
Depart the pier for the short drive to the Segway starting point. Upon arrival, receive your Segway Personal Transporter (PT) orientation and
safety instructions, then don your safety equipment and make some practice runs before beginning your guided Segway tour. Your first stop is
Camana Bay. Here, learn some historic facts about the Cayman Islands and common Cayman phrases from your local guides. Camana Bay is a
town within a town, with shopping, restaurants and more. Explore the approximately 75-feet-high (about 23-metre-high) Observation Tower,
which offers breath-taking, 360-degree views of all five districts of Grand Cayman, and learn about the tower's history.
 
Royal Palms Beach Club, Seven-Mile Beach
Afterward, ride by Segway PT to visit the Royal Palms Beach Club, a popular spot with both locals and tourists. Upon arrival, take a scenic ride on
your Segway PT along the famous Seven-Mile Beach. One of the world's best beaches, the Seven-Mile Beach offers stunning views and photo
opportunities along its beautiful coastline and out to sea. Following your Segway-ride, return your Segway PT and transfer back to the Royal
Palms Beach Club.
 
Royal Palms Beach Club, Free Time, White-Sand Beach, Sunbathing, Swimming
Upon arrival, some free time is made available to swim in Grand Cayman's crystal-clear waters, relax on the white-sand beach and/or enjoy a bite
or cool beverage at your own expense. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the short ride back to the pier. You
may opt to return directly to the ship, or remain in George Town for shopping and further exploration, then return to the ship on your own.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity and a minimal amount of walking for approximately 109 yards (about 100
metres), at times over inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and Segway, and at the sites visited. Guests must be
able to walk without assistance, have good coordination, and stand and maintain their balance for the Segway portion of the tour. This tour is
not suitable for pregnant guests, guests with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to
motion sickness, guests who suffer from vertigo, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear
lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking or sports shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel, swimsuit, change of
clothing, and cash/credit card for purchases from the ship; food, beverages, towels, umbrellas, and beach chairs at Seven-Mile Beach are at
the expense of each guest. Guests must be at least 13 years old to participate on this tour; guests under 18 years old must be accompanied
by a parent or guardian. Guests must weigh between 100 pounds (about 45 kilograms) and 260 pounds (about 118 kilograms) to participate
on this tour. Guests must understand English to participate on this tour. Safety equipment is provided, and must be worn at all times during
the Segway portion of the tour. Guests are not allowed to take pictures whilst riding the Segway; photo stops are made during the tour. A
signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is extremely
limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
GCM-I / GRAND CAYMAN SNORKEL DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Experience the breath-taking undersea treasures of Grand Cayman from up-close during this panoramic, half-day snorkelling excursion.
Grand Cayman, Hog Sty Beach, George Town Harbour, Boat-Ride
Meet your guide at the pier and depart for the short walk over to Hog Sty Beach, located in the heart of George Town Harbour. Upon arrival,
meet your captain and crew, receive your safety and boating instructions, then embark one of Don Foster's spacious snorkel boats for the short
ride to the first snorkelling stop. En route, learn about the reef formations and abundant, colourful fish; if you are lucky, you may see a stingray or
sea turtle.
 
First Reef Site, Snorkelling, Coral, Tropical Fish, Marine Life
Upon arrival at the first reef site, your dive master provides details about the reef formations and fish species. He also offers some great
techniques to improve your snorkelling on this tour, which is ideal for beginner and experienced snorkelers alike. Next, begin your first,
approximately 45-minute, guided snorkelling session. Along the way, marvel at the coral, tropical fish and marine life.
 
Second Reef Site, Devil's Grotto, Underwater Caves, Reef Formations, Fish, Turtles, Marine Life
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Following your first snorkelling session, embark the boat for the short ride to the Devil's Grotto, a famous marine park renowned for its
conservation efforts, underwater caves and reef formations full of fish. During your second, approximately 45-minute guided snorkelling session
in the crystal-clear waters, look for colourful fish such as sergeant majors, parrot fish, angel fish and Hawksbill sea turtles. Afterward, embark your
boat for the short ride back to Hog Sty Beach. Upon arrival, commence the short walk back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 200 yards (about 183 metres), with a few steps to negotiate
to embark/disembark the boat and manoeuvre in/out of the boat, and eight steps to access the beach. This tour is recommended for guests
who are in good physical condition, and know how to swim. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back
problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to motion sickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with beach shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel and bottled
water from the ship. Guests must be at least eight years old to participate on this tour. Guests weighing more than 275 pounds (about 125
kilograms) cannot participate on this tour. All snorkelling equipment, including masks, snorkels, fins, and flotation vests, is provided; wetsuits
are available for rental. By the law of the Cayman Islands, gloves are not permitted on any of the dives. Waterproof cameras are highly
recommended; GoPro cameras are available for rental. There are no changing facilities on board the boat. Although frequently encountered
on this type of tour, fish and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Guests may not snorkel if they have consumed alcohol. A signed waiver
is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions.

 
GCM-L / CERTIFIED TWO-TANK DIVE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$149; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Discover the spectacular undersea beauty of Grand Cayman during this private, two-tank scuba excursion.
Grand Cayman, Don Foster's Dive Shop, Dive Boat-Ride, Caribbean Sea
Present your dive certification card, then depart the pier with your guide for the short transfer to Don Foster's Dive Shop. Upon arrival, receive
your safety instructions, have your certification card and dive log checked, and sign your liability waiver. Afterward, you are outfitted with all of
your gear before embarking a custom-built dive boat and heading out for your private, two-tank diving adventure.
 
First Dive, Cayman Wall, Coral, Colourful Sponges, Beautiful Gorgonians
Grand Cayman is a paradise for divers with its translucent, calm waters and magnificent marine life. The first of your two guided dives has a
duration of approximately 40-minutes, and includes an opportunity to soar over the legendary Cayman Wall to an average depth of
approximately 80 feet (about 24 metres). This spectacular wall features many crevices and overhangs teeming with hard coral, colourful sponges
and beautiful gorgonians.
 
Second Dive, Coral Reef or Wreck, Tropical Fish, Marine Life, Dive Centre, Gift Shop
After your first guided scuba diving session, embark the boat and head out to the second dive site, one of the many shallow, beautiful coral reefs
or wrecks in the Caymans. These shallow coves attract colourful and diverse collections of fish and other marine life. Your second dive lasts
approximately 55 minutes, and takes place at a depth of approximately 50 feet (about 15.2 metres). Following your second diving session,
embark the boat and commence the short ride back to the dive centre. After disembarking the boat, you can stop by the gift shop before re-
boarding your coach for the short transfer back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach, embark/disembark the
boat and manoeuvre in/out of the boat. This tour involves a drift dive with currents, and is recommended for certified divers only. This tour is
not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to
seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with
beach or water shoes, and bring sun protection, a towel and bottled water from the ship. As part of our fight against plastic in our oceans
and support for recycling, we offer to fill our guest's water bottles with complementary, purified ice water on our boats and at our dive
centre; coolers are also available should you want to bring along your own refreshments. We utilise high-standard water-purifying machines
to avoid bring more pollution to our ocean and community. Guests must have been diving within the last two years; please bring your dive
log. You must present your certification card, and complete and sign a required medical questionnaire and liability waiver, to participate on
this tour. All scuba equipment, including BCD, tanks, regulators, fins, belts, weights, and a wetsuit, is included; you may wish to bring your
own mask and snorkel. By the law of the Cayman Islands, gloves are not permitted on any of the dives. Nitrox is available upon request, and
at a cost of US$15 per tank. For underwater photographers, our dive boats are camera-friendly and have freshwater rinse tanks. The actual
dive sites are determined by the captain/dive master, and based on weather and sea conditions. All dive activities are guided by a certified
PADI Dive Master and/or PADI Scuba Instructors. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, fish and marine life sightings are not
guaranteed. Guests may not dive if they have consumed alcohol. A signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. Operation of this
tour is subject to weather conditions. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
GCM-M / ACCESSIBLE GRAND CAYMAN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:3.00 hrs

 This Grand Cayman shore excursion gives you a memorable overview of this beautiful island. Experience the Cayman Turtle Centre, see the
formations of "Hell" and visit the famous Tortuga Rum Company.
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Start your day by meeting your guide and accessible van at the Grand Georgetown cruise dock. From here, you will head out on a beautiful
scenic drive past the Governor's Residence and the Seven Mile Beach area, and see the traditional architecture of a Caymanian Cottage and the
many native fruit trees in the district of West Bay.
Next, you will continue to the first stop of the day, the popular Cayman Sea Turtle Centre. While here, you will have a chance to hold and take
pictures with some of the smaller turtles, and see everything from new turtle hatchlings all the way up to some of the largest turtles weighing up
to 600 lbs. You will also learn about the conservation efforts of the facility.
 
After a visit with the turtles, you will continue to the unique rock formations of Hell. Hell is a group of short, black, limestone formations, created
by salt and lime deposits over 24 million years.
The last stop of your day will be the famous Tortuga Rum Company outlet where you can sample various rum cakes and rum available for
purchase.
 
Please Note: This tour is designed to be accessible for all guests. It is suitable for guests on a wheelchair who can transfer to a seat. The ship
will be at anchor in George Town therefore guests will need to board a tender in order to go ashore. Full time wheelchair users, are kindly
requested to contact shoreconcierge@silversea.com in order to provide further details and determine if the tour is suitable for them. The tour
route avoids steps and stairs. Accessible bathrooms with wide doors for wheelchairs are present along the tour route. An accessible vehicle
with a wheelchair lift or ramp will be used for transportation. Guides are not allowed to push wheelchairs. The number of accessible vehicles
is extremely limited and guests are encouraged to make their accessible shore excursion reservations in advance. A minimum participation of
8 guests is required to operate the excursion at the advertised rate.

 
GCM-N / CAYMAN HIGHLIGHTS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Depart the pier in your awaiting air conditioned bus and drive through George Town, the capital of the Cayman Islands.
Camana Bay Observation Tower
The first stop will be at Camana Bay where you will have an opportunity to see the wonderfully intricate Observation Tower. Take a walk up the
majestic 75-foot Observation Tower and be rewarded at the top with a panoramic view of Grand Cayman. There's plenty to see as you go up,
including a stunning mosaic mural depicting an underwater scene familiar to divers who have experienced the renowned dive sites for which
Cayman is known. From there enjoy the stunning panoramic views of Grand Cayman from Coast to Coast, along with a Bird's Eye view of
Camana Bay.
 
Seven Mile Beach and Hell
Drive out along Seven Mile Beach, otherwise known as the Hotel District. Pass by the Governor's Mansion and sightsee the turquoise colours of
the Caribbean Sea and white powdery sands of Seven Mile Beach. View the quaint architecture of a historic Caymanian home. The tour
continues on to the Northwest section of the island where you will arrive at the town of Hell, home to a rather unusual rock formation that gives it
its name. From here you may mail a post card to family and friends that will be postmark ''mailed from Hell''. On the way back to the ship,
passing through Heroes Square with its many stores where you may return for shopping after the excursion.
 
Please note: this tour involves a minimum amount of walking and it is recommended for guests with limited mobility but not for guests
utilizing a wheelchair. An elevator is available at the Observation Tower. Guests are recommended to wear comfortable seasonal clothing and
walking shoes and bring sunscreen and a camera.

 
GCM-O / THE WHITE HOUSE BEACH GETAWAY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Depart the pier for the approximately 30-minute scenic ride along the coastal road, passing through Bodden Town, the original Capital of the
Cayman Islands. Upon arrival at The White House, a Colonial Beach Mansion, located directly on the Caribbean Sea and on a beautiful white
sandy beach, meet the hostess who will welcome you with a rum/fruit punch and introduce you to the resort`s facilities. A sunbed is reserved for
each guest.
You will have approximately 3-hours to relax on the beach and enjoy a a dip in the azure waters of the Caribbean Sea.
Full a la carte food and beverage services and non motorized water sports (floats, snorkel gear and kayaks) are available at an additional charge.
 
Please Note: this tour requires a minimum amount of walking and it is suitable for guests with linited mobility but not for guests utilizing a
wheelchair. Umbrellas are available for rent at additional charge.

November 24 2018, Saturday

Key West - USA
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EYW-A / KEY WEST RUM AND CIGAR TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Explore the process by which rum and cigars are produced in Key West during this unique and informative sightseeing excursion.
Hemingway Rum Company
Delve into the history of two of Key West's most iconic industries: Rum and Cigars! You will begin your experience by being escorted to the
brand-new Papa Pilar® Rum Distillery at the Hemingway Rum Company. Named after one of the island's most famous figures, the Hemingway
Rum Company is dedicated to producing rums that honor the legacy of Ernest Hemingway, as the distillery itself dually functions as a museum
portraying the many great events not only in Hemingway's own life, but of the history of rum in general. Much more than that, you will get a
behind the scenes look at how the distillery makes their light and dark rums and at the end of the tour you will have the option to sample their
rums, either straight or thru one of the distillery's many popular cocktail concoctions.
Rodriquez Cigar Factory
After sampling, you will then be taken to the oldest operating cigar factory in the Florida Keys - the Rodriguez Cigar Factory, where the family
still uses cigar-rolling techniques that date back to the 1830s. The Rodriquez family first began producing cigars in Key West back in 1971 when
their grandfather, Angel Rodriquez, immigrated to the United States from Cuba. Since then, the family has remained committed to producing a
high-quality tobacco product enriched by their own Cuban heritage. Step back in time with the family as they share with you their history thru
their own craft and trade, where you will be able to get hands on and roll your own cigar, sip authentic Cuban espresso, and have the
opportunity to sample some of the family's great cigars.
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 350 yards (about 320 metres). This tour is suitable for guests
with limited mobility, however this is a walking tour and there is substantial standing. The tour is wheelchair-accessible other than the
humidor on the second level of the Rodriquez Cigar Factory. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun
protection are recommended. Guests must be at least 21 years old to participate in tastings of alcoholic beverages. The tour sequence may
vary. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
EYW-B / PRESIDENT TRUMAN’S KEY WEST DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$69; Duration:2.00 hrs

 Experience the splendid history and landmarks of Key West during this scenic and informative excursion aboard the Old Town Trolley or Conch
Tour Train.
Key West Trolley/Train Tour
Depart the pier via the Old Town Trolley or Conch Tour Train for a 14-mile (23-kilometre) picturesque tour of Old Key West. Situated between
the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, Key West is only 1.5 miles (2.4 kilometres) wide and four miles (6.4 kilometres) long. During this
narrated tour, learn about the history of Key West as you pass by the Hemingway House, Southernmost Point, Audubon House, Duval Street, old
conch homes, and other landmarks of the largest historical district in the United States. Your tour ends in the heart of the Old Town at Mallory
Square.
 
Harry S. Truman Little White House
Next, you are escorted on-foot to the nearby Harry S. Truman Little White House. Built in 1890 as the first officers' naval quarters on the harbours
waterfront, the Little White House was converted into a single-family dwelling to house the base commandant in the early 20th century. The
house has been host to many distinguished guests, including Thomas Edison and US presidents Harry Truman, Dwight Eisenhower, John F.
Kennedy, Jimmy Carter, and Bill Clinton. Following your guided visit, walk back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking from the ship to the tour vehicle of approximately 250 yards (229 metres), and
from the tour vehicle to the Little White House Museum of approximately 250 yards (229 metres). This tour involves approximately 20 steps
to negotiate. Due to the historic nature of the building, the second level of the Little White House is not wheelchair-accessible. A video of the
second floor is shown on the main level for guests unable to climb the stairs. Lightweight, comfortable clothing and sun protection are
recommended.

 
EYW-C / KEY LIME BIKE TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Experience a guided tour of the colourful history and characters of Key West on comfortable beach cruiser bikes.
Upon arrival at the bike shop, you will be fitted with your bicycle and begin your approximately three-hour pedal through town. The bikes are
single speed beach cruiser type, with coaster (backpedal) and not hand brakes. Everyone has a basket for belongings and a large bottle of water.
You will see the highlights of Key West, of which there are many. Pass Simonton Street Beach, the Green Parrot Bar, Key West Cemetery, Higgs
Beach and the Southernmost Point of the United States, just 90 miles north of Cuba.
Of particular note is the Customs House, which presides over historic Mallory Square. Dating to 1891, the faithfully restored, four-story
architectural gem was originally home to the island's customs office, postal service and district courts. "Old 91" is today a national landmark and
headquarters of the Key West Art & Historical Society.
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Another slice of local history unfolds as you approach the Presidential Gates of the Harry S. Truman Little White House. Built in 1890 as the first
officer's quarters on the submarine base naval station, the abode served as Harry S. Truman's base of presidential operations during his 11 visits
to Key West.
Of course, Key West also is known as the home of Ernest Hemingway. During your bike ride, you will see the residence located at 907 Whitehead
Street, across from the Key West lighthouse, where the famed writer lived from 1931 to 1939.
One of Hemingway's legendary haunts was Sloppy Joe's Bar. Founded in 1933, the bar was located on Greene Street, just off Duval Street,
during Hemingway's day. The bar has since moved to its current location on Duval Street, taking with it its storied connections to Hemingway,
who suggested the name for the establishment.
Other landmarks on today's roster include Mallory Square, the Key West Lighthouse, and the Historic Seaport.
Before returning to the bike shop stop at the Key Lime Pie Company for a slice of Key Lime Pie, a refreshing must-taste here in Key West.
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of activity. Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when
determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma,
diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour.
Guests who have concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
Please bring your camera, sun protection and local currency for incidentals. Guests should wear light clothing and walking shoes. Please be
aware that the bicycles utilised for this programme have pedal brakes and are not equipped with hand brakes.

 
EYW-D / KEY WEST TROPICAL BOTANICAL GARDENS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Spend a day exploring the tropical flora of the Keys. Begin this peaceful day with a brief transfer from the pier, in your survey of this splendid
natural setting, enjoying a guided walk along paved pathways.
Key West Tropical Botanical Gardens
You will learn about the history of the gardens and about how they showcase flora native to South Florida, Cuba and the Caribbean, with an
emphasis on protecting and cultivating endangered species of the Keys. Not only do the gardens display wondrous blooms, but they also host
an arboretum, wildlife refuge and education center. In all, 7,000 different plants and trees thrive here, making the Tropical Forest and Botanical
Gardens a treasure of the Florida Keys, and of the world.
 
Enjoy a cold beverage made from native Key West fruits before concluding your garden discovery and returning to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of activity. The venue is wheelchair accessible, however due to the amount of walking that
is required to see the gardens, this tour is not recommended for those with limited mobility. Expect hot and humid weather; dress in
lightweight clothing, bring adequate protection from the sun and insect repellant.

 
EYW-E / HELICOPTER FLIGHT-SEEING: KEY WEST & WATERS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:1.50 hrs

 Experience the splendid beauty and history of Key West from a unique perspective during this panoramic flight-seeing excursion via helicopter.
Key West and Backcountry Waters
Depart the pier for the short transfer to the airport. Upon arrival, board your helicopter for a truly unique and unforgettable flight-seeing tour
over Key West. Your 25-minute, pilot-narrated flight soars over the island's famous backcountry and abundant, crystal-clear waters. Along the
way, look for shipwrecks and majestic sea life, including sharks, stingrays and dolphins, thriving in their natural habitats.
 
Historic Old Town
Next, take in spectacular, bird's-eye views over Key West's historic Old Town, including Duval Street, Fort Zachary Taylor and The Southernmost
Point, as well as your cruise ship. At the conclusion of your helicopter flight-seeing tour, return to the airport. Following a comfort and
refreshment stop, re-board your coach for the short transfer back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately 130 yards (about 119 metres), with a few steps to negotiate to
get on/off the coach and helicopter. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to airsickness, guests with limited mobility and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Each guest
must not exceed 300 pounds (about 136 kilograms) to participate on this tour. The total combined passenger weight must not exceed 600
pounds (about 272 kilograms). Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, marine and wildlife sightings are not guaranteed. Space
on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment. Each helicopter has a maximum capacity of 3
guests. Single guests are welcome and will be placed in a helicopter with another group of 2. Guests wishing to guarantee their own
helicopter will need to book all 3 tickets.
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EYW-G / DOLPHIN WATCH & SNORKELING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Learn about and observe the wildlife and natural eco-systems of the Florida Keys during this picturesque, half-day, dolphin-watching and
snorkelling excursion in Key West.
Key West, Catamaran-Ride, Gulf of Mexico, Dolphin-Watching
Depart the pier for the short walk to your awaiting boat. Upon arrival, embark a spacious, custom-built, power-catamaran, and begin your fun-
filled and informative Key West dolphin-watching and snorkelling tour. Begin with a ride on the fast-moving Fury into the shimmering turquoise
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Upon arrival, responsibly observe the grace and beauty of our resident Key West bottlenose dolphins whilst they
swim, feed and frolic in their natural habitat.
 
Key West Wildlife Refuge, Mangroves, Backcountry, Snorkelling, Coral, Tropical Fish, Marine Life
Next, your aquatic journey heads to the Key West Wildlife Refuge. Tucked away between mangrove islands, shallow sandbars and clear, calm
turquoise waters, this remote sanctuary is normally reserved for Key West locals. Designed just for this special trip, the vessel's unique
construction enables you to quickly and comfortably cruise through Key West's lake passage, and on to the calm, shallow waters of the Florida
Keys' backcountry. Upon arrival, begin your guided snorkelling session. Whilst exploring this secluded paradise, marvel at the coral beds, tropical
fish and marine life.
 
Refreshments, Bottlenose Dolphins
Afterward, embark the boat and commence the approximately 45-minute drive to the back to the pier. En route, relax and enjoy complementary,
cold beverages, beer and wine, and observe more bottlenose dolphins. Upon arrival at the pier, disembark the Fury and commence the short
walk back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of activity and walking for approximately 0.5 miles (about 0.8 kilometres), with three steps
to negotiate to embark/disembark the boat, manoeuvre in/out of the boat and access the restroom. This tour is recommended for guests
who are in good physical condition, and able to swim in water over their head. Snorkelling takes place is approximately 15 feet-20 feet (about
4.6 metres-six metres) of water. Guests will not be able to touch the bottom, or stand, whilst snorkelling. This tour is not suitable for
pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests
with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, closed-toe
walking or boat shoes, and bring sun protection and a towel from the ship. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour;
guests under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Masks, snorkels, fins and a buoyancy compensation vest are
provided; in the winter months, wetsuits can be rented for US$20. Guests may bring their own snorkelling equipment. Waterproof cameras
are highly recommended. There are small changing facilities on board the boat. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, fish
and marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Guests may not snorkel
if they have consumed alcohol. The exact way-points of each tour are at the captain's discretion. Operation of this tour is subject to change
due to tidal and weather conditions.Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
EYW-H / ISLAND ADVENTURE ECO-TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Discover a different side of Key West during this panoramic, half-day boating and snorkelling excursion.
Key West, Catamaran-Ride, Light Breakfast, Key West Lake Passage, Mangroves, Sandbars
Depart the pier for the short walk to your awaiting boat. Upon arrival, embark a spacious, custom-built, power-catamaran, and begin your
panoramic sailing, snorkelling and kayaking excursion. Ride aboard your fast-moving catamaran to the Florida Keys' backcountry, with a light
breakfast served en route. Designed just for this special trip, the vessel's unique construction enables you to quickly and comfortably cruise
through Key West's lake passage, which is surrounded by lush mangrove islands and shallow sandbars, and on to the calm, shallow waters of the
Florida Keys' backcountry.
 
Florida Keys' Backcountry, Snorkelling, Coral, Tropical Fish, Marine Life
Tucked away between these mangrove islands, shallow sandbars and clear, calm turquoise waters, this remote sanctuary is normally reserved for
Key West locals. Upon arrival at this secluded paradise, begin your guided snorkelling session through the shallows, which offer translucent
waters and soft, sandy bottoms where spiny sea urchins mingle with conch shells and sea sponges. Marvel at the coral beds, tropical fish and
marine life, and learn about the area and its indigenous wildlife from your naturalist guides. Don't be surprised if some decidedly larger marine
species, including Goliath grouper, stingrays and tropical fish, make an appearance. In addition, be on the lookout for sea turtles and some of
the area's most playful residents, the friendly bottlenose dolphins.
 
Lunch, Sandbar Visit, Free Time, Refreshments, Mangrove Kayaking
Next, embark the boat and relax with lunch during the ride to a remote, natural sandbar. Here, some free time is made available for you to sink
your toes into the warm sand of the shallow waters, sip a frosty beverage and/or take a guided kayaking tour through the clear waters of the Key
West mangroves. Even if you have never kayaked before, the crew aboard the Fury provide easy-to-follow instructions that enable you to enjoy
an easy paddle on one of our sea kayaks in no time. Along the way, marvel at the stunning natural beauty of this secluded part of the Florida
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Keys. At the conclusion of your free time, embark the catamaran for the ride back to the pier. Upon arrival, disembark the Fury and commence
the short walk back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity and a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.5 miles (about 0.8
kilometres), with three steps to negotiate to embark/disembark the boat, manoeuvre in/out of the boat and access the restroom. This tour is
recommended for guests who are in good physical condition, and able to swim in water over their head. Snorkelling takes place is
approximately 15 feet-20 feet (about 4.6 metres-six metres) of water. Guests will not be able to touch the bottom, or stand, whilst
snorkelling. This tour is not suitable for pregnant guests, guest with neck and/or back problems, guests with heart and/or respiratory
conditions, guests prone to seasickness, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear a
swimsuit under a cover-up with flat, closed-toe walking or boat shoes, and bring sun protection and a towel from the ship. Guests must be at
least six years old to participate on this tour; guests under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Masks, snorkels, fins
and a buoyancy compensation vest are provided; in the winter months, wetsuits can be rented for US$20. Kayaks, paddles and safety vests
are also provided for the optional kayaking portion of the tour. Guests may bring their own snorkelling equipment. Waterproof cameras are
highly recommended. There are small changing facilities on board the boat. Although frequently encountered on this type of tour, fish and
marine life sightings are not guaranteed. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Guests may not snorkel or
kayak if they have consumed alcohol. The exact way-points of each tour are at the captain's discretion. Operation of this tour is subject to
change due to tldal and weather conditions.Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 
EYW-I / OLD TOWN TROLLEY/CONCH TRAIN TOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$49; Duration:1.00 hrs

 There is so much to discover at the Southernmost Point of the United States, and the best way to experience it all is aboard narrated tour with
the Old Town Trolley or Conch Train. Our expert tour conductors will entertain you with the stories and anecdotes about the pirates and
'shipwreckers', Indian battles, the Naval history of the island, the Cuban cigar makers, and the many colorful characters that make up Key West's
vibrant history. Hear about all that this island paradise has to offer and fall in love with the beautiful architecture, breathtaking botanicals, lovely
beaches, and unique heritage that combine to make Key West a must do on any Caribbean adventure.
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking to the tour vehicle for approximately 250 to 500 yards, depending on the ship
berthing location, over smooth, paved surfaces. Vehicle used is at the discretion of the operator. This tour is suitable for guests with limited
mobility and those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests must be able to embark and disembark the trolley with little assistance. This tour is
exclusive to Silversea guests.

November 25 2018, Sunday

Fort Lauderdale - USA
 

FLL-A / EVERGLADES AIRBOAT TOUR WITH AIRPORT TRANSFER DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs
 Enjoy the majestic Everglades, the largest wetlands in the continental USA. Your excursion begins with a narrated drive to Sawgrass Recreation

Park where you board a custom airboat for a 30-minutes journey into the Everglades.
Your expert captain points out the unique wildlife and vegetation that inhabits this region. Fish, turtles, birds and the American alligator call this
vast wilderness home. Once ashore, visit the exotic wildlife exhibits and learn all about some the most endangered and fearsome animals that
thrive in this 'River of Grass'. A visit is made to the shop for some souvenirs or refreshments before the transfer to FLL or MIA airport.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 200 yards (183 meters) and about 20 steps to negotiate at
the venues visited. It is suitable for guests with limited mobility; however the airboats are not wheelchair accessible and may not be exclusive
to Silversea guests. Refreshments and snacks are available for purchase at the gift shop. We recommend guests wear comfortable, flat,
walking shoes and bring a light jacket for cool or wet weather conditions. This tour is available to guests with international flights leaving Fort
Lauderdale International Airport after 4:00 p.m. and for those with international flights from Miami International Airport after 5:00 p.m. A
minimum number of participants is required to operate this tour option.

 FLL-B / FLAMINGO GARDENS & WILDLIFE SANCTUARY WITH AIRPORT
TRANSFER DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Guests with flights departing after 4:00 p.m. from Fort Lauderdale International Airport and after 5:00pm from Miami International Airport can
explore the expansive Flamingo Gardens during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Wray Home and Museum
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Depart the pier for Flamingo Gardens, an approximately 60-acre (about 24-hectare), not-for-profit wildlife sanctuary, aviary and botanical garden
located just west of Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Upon arrival at this Trip Advisor 'Award of Excellence' winner, your guided tour begins with a visit to
the original home of Floyd L. and Jane Wray, who built a home and citrus grove on what was then the edge of the Everglades, and started a
botanical collection of tropical and subtropical fruit trees and shrubs. Now a museum, the Wray Home depicts a country home of the early-1930s.
Leaving the Wray Home, proceed to the Botanical Gardens.
 
Botanical Gardens and Tram-Ride
The Botanical Gardens are one of the most beautiful, inspiring and adventurous, yet tranquil, tours offered in Fort Lauderdale. The grounds
contain more than 3,000 species of tropical and subtropical plants, including orchids, ferns, bromeliads, 200-year-old live oak trees, and over 300
species of palms. A narrated tram ride leads through the site's tropical rainforest, native hammock, wetland areas and groves. The Tropical Plant
House displays orchids, calatheas and other plants. The Arboretum contains one of the largest collection of non-indigenous champion trees in
the region, and the Xeriscape Garden demonstrates low maintenance, minimally-watered gardening.
 
Everglades Wildlife Sanctuary
Next, take a guided tour of the Everglades Wildlife Sanctuary section, which provides care for permanently injured, non-releasable wildlife.
Fauna includes an American black bear, otters, alligators, bobcats, Florida panthers, tortoises, freshwater turtles, geese, swans, sandhill cranes,
blue-beaked ducks, flamingos, bald eagles, golden eagles, owls, peacocks, macaws, and iguanas. The 25,000-square-foot (about 2,300-square-
metre) Everglades aviary houses one of the largest collection of wading birds in the U.S. The aviary exhibits five native Florida ecosystems;
coastal prairie, mangrove swamp, cypress forest, sub-tropical hardwood hammock, and sawgrass prairie. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board
your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute transfer to Fort Lauderdale International Airport or a one-hour transfer to Miami
International Airport.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 3/4 of a mile (1.2 Km), at times over uneven and gravel
surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and tram. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests
who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. The
tour sequence may vary. This tour is available to guests with international flights leaving Fort Lauderdale International Airport after 4:00 p.m.
and for those with international flights from Miami International Airport after 5:00 p.m. A minimum number of participants is required to
operate this tour option.

 FLL-C / VILLA VIZCAYA & MIAMI HIGHLIGHT WITH AIRPORT TRANSFER (MIA
AIRPORT ONLY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$149; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Depart the pier for the approximately 1-hour narrated drive to Miami and learn the history of Fort Lauderdale and Miami.
Vizcaya Museum
Your first stop will be the Vizcaya Museum. With its bay side location the Vizcaya Museum is a delight to visit. During a self-guided visit, take a
stroll through the many elaborately decorated and furnished rooms featuring antique arts and ornaments. The 15th and 19th century influences
of French and Italian styles give this mansion an opulent and continental feel. You can also enjoy time in the beautifully kept gardens and admire
the many plants and flowers within the 10 acres of grounds.
 
Miami Beach, Art Deco District, South Beach, Coconut Grove and Coral Gables
Right after, your scenic drive will take you to Miami Beach for views of the Art Deco District and fashionable South Beach. Cross over the
impressive MacArthur Causeway, passing between Star Island and the Port of Miami, one of the busiest in the world. You'll also drive through
Coconut Grove, a charming, bay side village and Coral Gables, known for its tree-lined boulevards, ivy-covered mansions and historical
landmarks such as the world-famous Biltmore Hotel and the Venetian Pool, both built in the 1920s.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, mostly at each guest`s discretion at Villa Vizcaya. This tour is suitable for
guests with limited mobility but not for guests utilizing a wheelchair. This tour is available only to guests with international flights leaving
Miami International Airport after 5:00 p.m. (Guests with flights from FLL apt please see tours FLL-A and FLL-B). A minimum number of
participants is required to operate this tour option.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
FLL-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$790 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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FLL-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$1390 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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